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CHAPTER 1

THE GREEK LANGUAGE & 
TEXTUAL CRITICISM

GOING DEEPER

M atthew lists Jesus’s immediate male ancestors as Joseph, Jacob, Matthan, 
Eleazar, Eliud, and Achim (Matt 1:14–16). Seemingly contradicting Mat-

thew, Luke lists them as Joseph, Heli, Matthat, Levi, Melchi, and Jannai (Luke 
3:23–24). Some early Christian scribe (as preserved in the 5th-century Codex Be-
zae [D]) attempted to harmonize these accounts by inserting the Matthean list of 
names into Luke’s Gospel.1 The vast majority of Greek manuscripts, however, bear 
witness to the divergence of names apparently present in the autographs (original 
manuscripts) of Luke and Matthew. We are reminded that the inspired text is our 
authority—not some later edited or “corrected” version.

In the late 1400s, Annius of Viterbo popularized the idea that Matthew preserves 
the genealogy of Joseph while Luke records the genealogy of Mary. Annius’s in-
terpretation, however, is based on an unlikely translation of the Greek text in Luke 
������$�PRUH�¿WWLQJ�H[SODQDWLRQ�LV�SURYLGHG�E\�-XOLXV�$IULFDQXV��$'����±������DQ�
early Christian apologist. Julius, in a letter to Aristides, explains that the Jewish 
custom of Levirite marriage and the resulting disparity of legal and biological lin-
eage explain the differences between Matthew’s and Luke’s genealogies.2

1 See the textual apparatus for Luke 3:23–31 in Nestle-Aland’s 28th edition. If you have a UBS 
(red) GNT, this variant is not listed in the UBS apparatus because it is certainly not original.

2 Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History 1.7.1–15.
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The modern scholar René Laurentin points to the importance of holding to the 
Gospel authors’ original wording rather than forced renderings of the Greek that 
attempt to prove that Mary was a descendant of David through the Lukan geneal-
ogy. Laurentin writes,

Nothing is truly lost in Mary’s not being biologically the daughter of David. The 
rigor with which the evangelists have avoided this easy solution gives a new in-
dication of their exactitude. They did not invent in order to appease current ex-
pectations, as those who came after them did. On the contrary, they accepted the 
SDUDGR[HV�ZKLFK�FDXVHG�WKH�GLI¿FXOW\��7KLV�KRQHVW\�OHG�WKHP�WR�JUHDW�WKHRORJLFDO�
profundity.3

If, indeed, Joseph’s adoption of Jesus fully legitimizes the Savior’s Davidic an-
cestry, can we not further point out that God’s adoption of us as sons and daughters 
truly grants us eternal access into his Fatherly presence?

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this chapter is to survey both the history of the Greek language 
DQG�WKH�GLVFLSOLQH�RI� WH[WXDO�FULWLFLVP��)LUVW��ZH�ZLOO�EULHÀ\�FRQVLGHU�WKH�KLVWRU\�
of the Greek language and how such knowledge may aid the student of the GNT. 
Second, we will introduce the discipline of textual criticism—that is, the study of 
ancient manuscripts and patterns of text transmission with the goal of arriving at 
the original text (or “earliest attainable text”).4 Finally, we will note recent trends 
in text criticism.

HISTORY OF THE GREEK LANGUAGE

“Say something for me in Greek!” Most seminary students have probably heard 
this request from a family member or friend. Such persons, however, look puzzled 
when the student explains that he is primarily reading Greek of the NT era, not 
learning modern Greek. When students better understand how the Greek language 

3 René Laurentin, The Truth of Christmas, Beyond the Myths: The Gospels of the Infancy of 
Christ, trans. Michael J. Wrenn and assoc. (Petersham, MA: St. Bede’s Publications, 1986), 345. 
See also Andreas J. Köstenberger and Alexander Stewart, The First Days of Jesus: The Story of the 
Incarnation (Wheaton: Crossway, 2015).

4 Eldon Jay Epp represents a more skeptical approach and shuns the term “original text.” He writes, 
“New Testament textual criticism, employing aspects of both science and art, studies the transmis-
sion of the New Testament text and the manuscripts that facilitate its transmission, with the unitary 
goal of establishing the earliest attainable text (which serves as a baseline) and, at the same time, of 
assessing the textual variants that emerge from the baseline text so as to hear the narratives of early 
Christian thought and life that inhere in the array of meaningful variants.” See “Traditional ‘Canons’ 
of New Testament Textual Criticism: Their Value, Validity, and Viability—or Lack Thereof,” in The 
Textual History of the Greek New Testament: Changing Views in Contemporary Research, Text- 
Critical Studies 8, ed. Klaus Wachtel and Michael W. Holmes (Atlanta: SBL, 2011), 127.
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of the NT differs from preceding and subsequent forms of the language, they can 
PRUH�HDVLO\�UHFRJQL]H�GLI¿FXOW�IRUPV�RU�XQGHUVWDQG�JUDPPDWLFDO�IHDWXUHV�WKDW�ZHUH�
in transition at the time of the NT. Furthermore, an understanding of the way in 
which the Greek language evolved will guard against simplistic and erroneous 
approaches that fail to see the Greek language used in the NT as a snapshot of a 
changing language.
$OO�ODQJXDJHV�FKDQJH�RYHU�WLPH�DV�WKH\�LQFRUSRUDWH�QHZ�LQÀXHQFHV�RU�DOWHU�ROG�

forms. Certainly, any modern English speaker can clearly see such changes by 
reading the King James Version of the Bible (1611) or the plays of William Shake-
speare (1564–1616). The Greek language is no exception. To understand the his-
WRU\�RI�WKH�*UHHN�ODQJXDJH��ZH�ZLOO�EULHÀ\�VXUYH\�WKH�IROORZLQJ�KLVWRULFDO�SHULRGV�

FORM OF LANGUAGE DATES
Proto Indo-European Prior to 1500 BC

Linear B or Mycenaean 1500–1000 BC

Dialects and Classical Greek 1000–300 BC

Koine Greek 300 BC–AD 330

Byzantine Greek AD 330–AD 1453

Modern Greek AD 1453–present

Proto Indo-European
Scholars who study languages classify them according to related families. 

One such family is the Indo-European family of languages, which includes the 
sub-families of Greek, Indo-Iranian, Armenian, Albanian, Italic, Celtic, Germanic, 
and Balto-Slavic.5 By studying the oldest preserved forms of Indo-European lan-
guages and how those languages differ and continued to evolve, scholars are able 
to reconstruct a preceding, earlier “ancestor language.” This common hypothetical 
ancestor of Indo-European languages is called Proto Indo-European (or PIE, for 
short), which was used prior to 1500 BC.6 We have no written records of this early 
ancestor of the Greek language.7

5 See Bruce M. Metzger, Lexical Aids for Students of New Testament Greek, rev. ed. (Princeton, 
NJ: n.p., 1969; repr. 1983), 73.

6 How far back one can speak of a common Proto-European language is a matter of scholarly con-
jecture, though possibly it is helpful to think of the PIE period as extending roughly 3000–1500 BC.

7 In attempting to explain the irregular form of a NT Greek word, scholarly resources occasion-
ally appeal to the “ancestor” form (sometimes the hypothetical PIE form) of the word that was still 
causing orthographic challenges in the Koine period hundreds of years later. A helpful resource for 
such morphological explorations is William D. Mounce, The Morphology of Biblical Greek (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan, 1994).
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Linear B
After the Proto Indo-European period but before the Classical period, there was 

a written precursor to Greek known by scholars as “Linear B.” This language is 
also called Mycenaean, with inscriptions discovered in Mycenae, Crete, and else-
where. The written alphabet used for Linear B (deciphered by Michael Ventris in 
1952) differs from Classical Greek, with each symbol representing a syllable rath-
er than an individual vowel or consonant sound.8 The relatively recently deci-
phered inscriptions and clay tablets in Linear B remind the NT Greek student that 
hundreds of years of changes in the Greek language can be traced through written 
texts prior to the time of the NT.

Dialects and Classical Greek
Scholars differ as to what to call the next period in the development of the Greek 

language. A. T. Robertson and Hersey Davis label it the “Age of Dialects” and 
extend it back to 1000 BC, noting that various regional dialects in Greek coexist-
ed and competed for dominance.9 These dialects included Aeolic, Doric, Arcado- 
Cypriot, and Ionic. Homer’s epic poems, the Iliad and the Odyssey, were not writ-
ten down until roughly 800 BC, so some scholars date the Classical or Dialect 
period beginning at 800 BC. The various Greek dialects gave way to the political 
and cultural ascendancy of Athens (and thus the Ionic-Attic dialect) by the fourth 

8 According to journalist Margalit Fox, Alice E. Kober, a Classics professor at Brooklyn College, 
has never received proper recognition for her ground-breaking work that contributed to the decipher-
ing of Linear B. See Margalit Fox, The Riddle of the Labyrinth: The Quest to Crack an Ancient Code 
(New York: Ecco, 2013).

9 A. T. Robertson and W. Hersey Davis, A New Short Grammar of the Greek New Testament (New 
York: Harper & Brothers, 1933), 8–10.

This clay tablet with Linear B script, dated to 1450–1375 BC, is Minoan and was found at 
Knossos, Crete, by Arthur Evans. It records quantities of oil apparently offered to various 
deities.
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DQG�¿IWK�FHQWXULHV�%&��7KHVH�WZR�FHQWXULHV�DUH�YLHZHG�DV�WKH�OLWHUDU\�KLJK�SRLQW�RI�
the Classical period in Greek literature.10

In previous generations, students often came to seminary having already studied 
Classical Greek for many years. In fact, several lexicons and reference grammars 
assume a student’s familiarity with differences between Classical and NT Greek. 
Without any further explanation (and to the dismay of students!), such resources 
will comment that a form represents the Doric or Aeolic spelling. If students wish 
to expand their knowledge of Greek back into the Classical period, perhaps the 
best bridge is still Stephen W. Paine’s Beginning Greek: A Functional Approach 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1961), which includes translation exercises 
from both Xenophon (fourth century BC) and the NT.

Koine Greek
Several factors contributed to the ongoing evo-

lution of the Greek language into a genuine lin-
gua franca (widely used common language) that 
came to dominate cultural, political, and econom-
ic life in Europe and the Near East for centuries. 
0RVW�VLJQL¿FDQW�DPRQJ�WKHVH�GHYHORSPHQWV�ZHUH�
the short-lived but highly successful military con-
quests of Alexander, son of Phillip II of Macedon. 
Alexander the Great, as he came to be known, 
had studied under Aristotle (384–322 BC) and 
self-consciously sought to bring the culture and 
language of the Greeks to the lands he subdued. 
By the year 326 BC, he had conquered much of 
the known civilized world of his day—from East-
ern Europe to India. The Koine (pronounced, 
“Coy-neigh”) period of the Greek language is generally dated to begin after the 
initial unifying effects of Alexander’s conquests (c. 300 BC) and to end with the 
moving of the capital of the Roman Empire from Rome to Constantinople (AD 
330).11

During the Koine period, Greek was spoken as a second language by many. In-
creased trade and travel had a regularizing effect on the language. Consequently, a 
“common,” “widely-spoken” or ordinary dialect emerged. This Ĕęēėƭ ĎēƪĕďĔĞęĜ 
(common dialect) is well preserved in innumerable papyri and in the writings of 
the NT.

Various other terms are sometimes used to refer to Koine Greek with slightly 
different nuances. These are:

10 The term “Classical Greek” is sometimes applied narrowly to the Attic-Ionic dialect contained 
in well-known Greek literature of the 4th and 5th centuries BC.

11 See the next section on “Byzantine Greek.”
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• Biblical Greek�±�.RLQH�*UHHN��DV�SUHVHUYHG�VSHFL¿FDOO\�LQ�WKH�ZULWLQJV�RI�
the OT (LXX) and NT (and OT Apocrypha).

• New Testament Greek – Koine Greek, with a focus only on the writings of 
the NT.

• Common Greek – rarely used term; interchangeable with Koine Greek.
• Vulgar Greek – “vulgar” in the sense of “ordinary” or broadly-spoken di-

alect; an even more rarely used term; interchangeable with Koine Greek.
• Hellenistic Greek – interchangeable with Koine Greek, though the ad-

jective “Hellenistic” possibly highlights the fact that the ordinary spoken 
Greek language of this period was widely used as a second language by 
persons who had adopted Greek language or customs (i.e., “Hellenized” 
persons).12 “Hellenistic” is an adjective derived from the Greek adjective 
meaning “Greek” (ŘĕĕđėēĔƲĜ).

7KH�*UHHN�RI�WKH�17��DV�DQ�H[SUHVVLRQ�RI�WKH�.RLQH�*UHHN�LQ�WKH�¿UVW�FHQWXU\�
AD, is in some sense a picture of an object in motion. The language is in a state of 
ÀX[��PRYLQJ�WRZDUG�PRUH�H[SOLFLW�H[SUHVVLRQV�DQG�VLPSOHU�V\QWDFWLFDO�FRQVWUXF-
tions, as would be expected of a lingua franca. Some of the changes we see taking 
place as the language shifts from Classical to Koine are:

1. Authors regularize the aorist by applying first aorist endings to second 
DRULVW�YHUEV��6R��IRU�H[DPSOH��RQH�ILQGV�ďųĚċ��Ⱥ,�VDLG�Ȼ�$FWV�26:15) 
DORQJVLGH�ďųĚęė��Ⱥ,�VDLG�Ȼ�-RKQ�16:15).

2. The optative mood is rarely found in Koine Greek. Only sixty-eight 
uses of the optative are found in the NT, usually in formulaic construc-
WLRQV�VXFK�DV�Ėƭ�čƬėęēĞę��1$6%��Ⱥ0D\�LW�QHYHU�EH�Ȼ�5RP�������RU�ďűđ�
�ȺFRXOG�EH�Ȼ�/XNH�1:29).

3. Koine authors are prone to use prepositions rather than noun cases 
DORQH�WR�FRPPXQLFDWH�UHODWLRQVKLSV�PRUH�H[SOLFLWO\��H�J�����3HW�1:2a, 
ĔċĞƩ�ĚěƲčėģĝēė�ĒďęȘ�ĚċĞěƱĜ�őė�łčēċĝĖȦ�ĚėďƴĖċĞęĜ�ďŭĜ�ƊĚċĔęƭė�
ĔċƯ�ȗċėĞēĝĖƱė�ċŲĖċĞęĜ�ŵđĝęȘ�āěēĝĞęȘ��(69��Ⱥaccording to the 
foreknowledge of God the Father, in the sanctification of the Spirit, for 
REHGLHQFH�WR�-HVXV�&KULVW�DQG�for�VSULQNOLQJ�ZLWK�KLV�EORRGȻ��

4. :LWK�D�VLPSOLI\LQJ��UHJXODUL]LQJ�WUHQG���Ėē�YHUEV�VRPHWLPHV�DSSHDU�
ZLWK�RPHJD�YHUE�HQGLQJV��H�J���5HY�������ęƉĔ�ŁĠưęğĝēė�ȺWKH\�GR�QRW�
SHUPLWȻ�>FI��ĎēĎƲċĝēė]).

5. The disappearance of some letters is complete. 'LJDPPD��Ķ���IRUPHU-
ly appearing after epsilon in the Greek alphabet and pronounced like 

12 As Wallace rightly notes (17). Wallace also seeks to clarify the nuances of various terms that are 
applied to Koine Greek.
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(QJOLVK�ȺZ�Ȼ�GLVDSSHDUV��7KH�OHWWHU�NRSSD��Ĳ��DOVR�GLVDSSHDUV�13 The 
ȺPHPRU\Ȼ�RI�ORVW�OHWWHUV��KRZHYHU��FRQWLQXHV�WR�FDXVH�VSHOOLQJ�LUUHJ-
XODULWLHV��ĔċĕƬģ��IRU�H[DPSOH��RULJLQDOO\�KDG�D�GLJDPPD�DW�WKH�HQG�RI�
the root and for that reason does not lengthen the contract vowel before 
D�WHQVH�IRUPDWLYH��7KXV��WKH�IXWXUH�RI�ĔċĕƬģ�LV�ĔċĕƬĝģ��QRW�ĔċĕƮĝģ�

6. The elaborate K\SRWDFWLF��VXERUGLQDWHG��VW\OH�RI�&ODVVLFDO�*UHHN�VKLIWV�
WRZDUG�SDUDWD[LV��,Q�paratactic style, an author places assertions side 
by side rather than in cascades of subordinated clauses. Authors vary 
in style, but as a general rule, the simpler, paratactic model is more 
common among Koine writers. For a NT book written almost entirely 
LQ�SDUDWDFWLF�VW\OH��VHH���-RKQ�

7. &RPSDUDWLYH�IRUPV�DUH�XVHG�WR�H[SUHVV�WKH�VXSHUODWLYH�LGHD��H�J���/XNH�
������ž�ĖēĔěƲĞďěęĜ��ȺZKRHYHU�LV�OHDVWȻ���7KH�VXSHUODWLYH�IRUP�LV�FRP-
PRQO\�HODWLYH�LQ�VHQVH��H�J���-DV������ƊĚƱ�őĕċġưĝĞęğ�ĚđĎċĕưęğ��ȺE\�D�
very small�UXGGHUȻ��14

8. Though true of virtually any historical period of any language, during 
WKH�.RLQH�SHULRG�ZRUGV�FRQWLQXH�WR�VKLIW�LQ�PHDQLQJ���7KLV�GHYHORS-
PHQW�LV�FDOOHG�ȺVHPDQWLF�VKLIW�Ȼ��'XULQJ�WKH�&ODVVLFDO�*UHHN�SHULRG��IRU�
H[DPSOH��ĕċĕƬģ�PHDQW�ȺWR�FKDWȻ�RU�ȺWR�EDEEOH�Ȼ15�,Q�WKH�17��KRZHYHU��
ĕċĕƬģ�LV�D�JHQHUDO�YHUE�IRU�VSHDNLQJ�16 possibly preferred by authors 
when the speaker is not being quoted directly.

Other shifts in the Greek language could be noted, but the eight listed above 
are some of the most common, and any reader of the GNT will soon encounter all 
WKH�WUHQGV�OLVWHG�DERYH��,Q�WKH�¿UVW�¿YH�VHQWHQFHV�RI�WKH�3UDFWLFH�([HUFLVHV�IRU�WKLV�
chapter, students will be asked to identify which of the grammatical or orthograph-
ic (spelling) shifts above are represented by the underlined words from the GNT.

Byzantine Greek
In AD 330, the capital of the Roman empire moved from Rome to the city of 

Constantinople (formerly named Byzantium). Thus began a new era for the Greek 
language. Except in the Holy Roman Empire, Latin was increasingly used for pol-
itics, trade, and religion. Byzantine or Medieval Greek maintained continuity with 

13 Smyth, 8 (§3). Smyth notes that digamma was written in the Boeotian dialect as late as 200 BC. 
Digamma and koppa continued to be used in writing numerals.

14 Though the elative use of the superlative is attested in the Classical period (Smyth, 282 [§1085]), 
it appears more commonly in the Koine period.

15 LSJ, 1025–26. Though looked to as a lexicon primarily for classical Greek, LSJ is intended to 
encompass the Koine.

16 David Alan Black notes the semantic shift of the verb ĕċĕƬģ in the Koine period. See Linguistics 
for Students of New Testament Greek: A Survey of Basic Concepts and Applications, 2nd ed. (Grand 
Rapids: Baker, 1995), 157.
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the earlier Koine, but continued to experience syntactical changes and semantic 
shifts.

Modern Greek
Modern Greek is generally divided into two forms: (1) a literary form, known as 

Katharevousa or õċĒċěďħęğĝċ (“purifying”) Greek; and (2) Demotic or ïđĖęĞēĔĈ 
(“the people’s language”).17 Scholars see a direct evolutionary connection between 
modern Demotic Greek and its medieval predecessor, while õċĒċěďħęğĝċ is 
YLHZHG�DV�DQ�DUWL¿FLDO��FRQWULYHG�IRUP�RI� WKH� ODQJXDJH��&RPSDUHG�WR�PDQ\�ODQ-
guages, however, Greek has experienced comparatively few changes over the last 
two thousand years. Most NT Greek students, for example, are able to pick their 
way through much of a modern Greek Bible. See the chart below that compares the 
Koine GNT and modern Greek Bible.

KOINE (NT) GREEK MODERN GREEK BIBLE

ŗė ŁěġǼ ţė ž ĕƲčęĜ, ĔċƯ ž ĕƲčęĜ ţė ĚěƱĜ ĞƱė 
ĒďƲė, ĔċƯ ĒďƱĜ ţė ž ĕƲčęĜ. (John 1:1)

ŗė ŁěġǼ ǇĞę ž öƲčęĜ, ĔċƯ ž öƲčęĜ ǇĞę ĚċěƩ 
ĞȦ óďȦ, ĔċƯ óďƱĜ ǇĞę ž öƲčęĜ. (John 1:1)

A few NT Greek professors advocate using modern Greek pronunciation be-
FDXVH��DW�SRLQWV��LW�VHHPV�D�PRUH�DFFXUDWH�UHÀHFWLRQ�RI�¿UVW�FHQWXU\�SURQXQFLDWLRQ��
The vowels omicron and omega, for example, are both pronounced with a long 
³R´�VRXQG��ǀ��LQ�PRGHUQ�*UHHN��%RWK�YRZHOV�ZHUH�DOVR�DSSDUHQWO\�SURQRXQFHG�WKH�
same way in the Koine period—as evidenced by numerous scribal mistakes where 
omicron and omega are interchanged (e.g., Rom 5:1, ŕġęĖďė, “we have”; variant 
ŕġģĖďė, “let us have”). The majority of NT professors, however, currently favor 
the pronunciation system developed by Erasmus (1466–1536) which employs a 
distinct vowel sound for each Greek vowel.18

TEXTUAL CRITICISM

A History of Text Criticism
Even within the NT itself, we have evidence that the individual NT documents 

were copied by hand and that these copies circulated among the churches. In Col 
4:16, Paul writes, “After this letter has been read at your gathering, have it read 

17 Black, Linguistics for Students of New Testament Greek, 154.
18 If a student wishes to learn modern Greek pronunciation, however, resources such as Rosetta 

Stone software or the Mango Language-learning website (www.mangolanguages.com) have made 
the task easier. Also, for audio resources developed with commitments to various approaches to pro-
nunciation, see http://www.ntgateway.com/greek-ntgateway/greek-new-testament-texts/. Another 
helpful resource is BibleMesh, which can be accessed at http://biblemesh.com/course-catalog/
biblical-languages.
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also in the church of the Laodiceans.”19 Over time, the early church grouped se-
lections of inspired writings and copied them together. By the mid-second century, 
the four canonical Gospels and Paul’s letters were apparently grouped and copied 
as units. Not much later, the entire NT was grouped and copied as a recognized 
body of inspired writings. The earliest extant canonical list we have of the NT (the 
Muratorian Canon) has been dated to AD 190.20 As early Christians copied, recop-
ied, and copied copies (all by hand), small variations were inevitably introduced 
into the manuscripts. And, although Church Fathers sometimes speculated about 
copyist errors or the original reading of manuscripts,21 it was virtually impossible 
to codify accurately such discussion until one could reproduce a text without any 
variation. Thus, after the printing press was introduced to Europe in 1454, possibil-
ities for comparing manuscripts with an unchanging standard arose. At roughly the 
same time, Europe experienced a revival of interest in classical learning (including 
the Greek language) and the arrival of the Protestant Reformation (where focus on 
the meaning of the inspired Scripture necessitated careful argumentation from the 
text of Scripture in the original languages). The printing press, a revived knowl-
HGJH�RI�*UHHN��DQG�D�JURZLQJ�LQWHUHVW�LQ�WKH�JRVSHO�FRPELQHG�WR�UHVXOW�LQ�WKH�¿UVW�
published printed edition of the GNT by Erasmus in 1516.22 In producing this text, 
Erasmus relied on only seven manuscripts, most of poor quality.23 Today, we have 
more than 5,000 ancient manuscripts (or partial manuscripts) of the GNT, with the 
number increasing yearly.24

Subsequent generations continued to build on the foundational work of Erasmus 
in producing “standard” printed versions of the GNT derived from the various 
ancient manuscripts available to them. Until the mid-nineteenth century, the Byz-
antine text tradition was assumed as the standard.25 It was sometimes called the 

19 Some scholars have suggested that this “letter from Laodicea” may be Paul’s canonical letter 
to the Ephesians, as the words őė ŗĠƬĝȣ (“in Ephesus,” Eph �����DUH�ODFNLQJ�LQ�VLJQL¿FDQW�DQFLHQW�
manuscripts.

20 The Muratorian canon is dated by some scholars as late as the fourth century. For a brief pre-
sentation of the views, see Edmon L. Gallagher and John D. Meade, The Biblical Canon Lists from 
Early Christianity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017), 174–83. Certainly, however, Christians 
distinguished canonical from non-canonical writings prior to the earliest extant canonical lists, as 
is evidenced within both the NT (e.g., 2 Thess 2:2; 3:17) and the writings of the Apostolic Fathers.

21 For example, Jerome, Augustine, and Origen. See Bruce M. Metzger and Bart D. Ehrman, 
The Text of the New Testament: Its Transmission, Corruption, and Restoration, 4th ed. (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2005), 200.

22 The Complutensian Polyglot, a printed GNT produced under the direction of Cardinal Ximenes, 
was apparently completed in 1514 but not formally published until after Erasmus’s text.

23 See Edwin M. Yamauchi, “Erasmus’ Contributions to New Testament Scholarship,” Fides et 
Historia 19, no.3 (1987): 10–11. Yamauchi writes, “Although Erasmus claimed that he used ‘the 
oldest and most correct copies of the New Testament,’ the press of the publisher’s deadline forced 
him to rely on but seven rather late and inferior manuscripts available at Basle” (10).

24 See the chapter by Jacod Peterson in Elijah Hixson and Peter J. Gurry, eds, Myths and Mistakes 
in New Testament Textual Criticism (Downers Grove: IVP Academic, 2019). Daniel Wallace, director 
of the Center for the Study of New Testament Manuscripts (CSNTM), regularly reports the discovery 
RI�QHZ�DQG�VLJQL¿FDQW�DQFLHQW�PDQXVFULSWV�DW�ZZZ�FVQWP�RUJ�

25 Scholars also speak of the “Majority text,” which means the reading found in the majority of 
extant NT manuscripts. As the majority of extant NT manuscripts are Byzantine, there is an overlap 
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textus receptus (received text), so labeled in the preface to a GNT published by the 
Elzevir brothers in 1633. Over time, principles for adjudicating disputed readings 
were developed and accepted by the vast majority of scholars.26 The Byzantine 
WH[W�FDPH�WR�EH�YLHZHG�E\�PDQ\�DV�D�ODWHU�FRQÀDWLRQ�RI�WH[W�WUDGLWLRQV�DQG�ORVW�LWV�
primacy to “eclectic” scholarly editions produced by text critics. Principles that 
GHWKURQHG�WKH�%\]DQWLQH�WH[W�DQG�FRGL¿HG�WKH�PRGHUQ�GLVFLSOLQH�RI�WH[W�FULWLFLVP�
can be traced to the seminal work of Brian Walton (1600–1661), Johann Bengel 
(1687–1752), Karl Lachmann (1793–1851), Constantine von Tischendorf (1815–
1874), B. F. Westcott (1825–1901), F. J. A. Hort (1828–1892), and others. Princi-
ples of text criticism are summarized in the following section.

It should be noted that a small minority of scholars insist that only one “family” 
of ancient manuscripts (the Byzantine family) preserves the most reliable text of 
the NT. Yet, even within this Byzantine family of manuscripts, there are numerous 
minor variations. Modern English-speaking persons who insist on the priority of 
the Byzantine text family are usually aligned in some way with the “King James 
Only” movement.27 They argue that the King James Version (the NT of which is 
translated from a Byzantine version of the Greek text) is the most reliable because 
it is based on the best preserved manuscript tradition. The vast majority of Chris-
tian scholars, however, believe the evidence points to God preserving his Word 
through the multiplicity of manuscripts in a variety of text families. God has left us 
so many manuscripts of such high quality that, even in the places where there are 
variants in the manuscripts, we can reach a high level of certainty as to what the 
original text read.28�*RG�KDV�QRW�VHHQ�¿W�WR�SUHVHUYH�WKH�DXWRJUDSKV��DSRVWROLFDOO\�
penned originals) of the NT, but he has preserved all the words of the autographs 
in the many manuscripts that have come down to us.

Students wishing to read an irenic, scholarly argument in favor of Byzantine 
priority are referred to The New Testament in the Original Greek: Byzantine Text 
Form.29 This critical edition of the GNT includes not only a carefully constructed 
critical Byzantine text (based on comparisons of extant NT manuscripts), but also 
an extensive appendix entitled, “The Case for Byzantine Priority.”30

in the terms. Most Byzantine text readings are considered, by pure mathematical reckoning, as “the 
Majority text.” Of course, because nearly all NT text traditions overlap at roughly 90%, any NT text 
will be representative of “the Majority text” at most points.

26 See Eldon Jay Epp’s critique of these traditional text-critical principles in “Traditional ‘Canons’ 
of New Testament Textual Criticism,” 79–127.

27 For an irenic and cogent refutation of the King James Only position, see James R. White, The 
King James Only Controversy: Can You Trust the Modern Translations?, 2nd ed. (Minneapolis: 
Bethany House, 2009).

28 For a recent essay defending the reliability of the GNT, see Daniel B. Wallace, “Has the 
New Testament Text Been Hopelessly Corrupted?,” in In Defense of the Bible: A Comprehensive 
Apologetic for the Authority of Scripture, ed. Steven B. Cowan and Terry L. Wilder (Nashville: B&H, 
2013), 139–63.

29 Maurice A. Robinson and William G. Pierpont, eds., The New Testament in the Original Greek: 
Byzantine Textform (Southborough, MA: Chilton Book Publishing, 2005).

30 Robinson and Pierpont, The New Testament in the Original Greek, 533–86.
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Principles of Text Criticism
Traditionally, the discipline of text criticism has sought to determine the original 

wording of an ancient text for which the autograph has disappeared and for which 
disputed witnesses exist today. The criteria for determining the original reading of 
the text can be divided into external and internal criteria. External criteria concern 
the age, quantity, and provenance (or geographical origin) of the manuscripts con-
VXOWHG��,QWHUQDO�FULWHULD�FRQVLGHU�KRZ�D�GLVSXWHG�YDULDQW�¿WV�ZLWKLQ�WKH�FRQWH[W�RI�
the document (the author’s style or the context of his argument). Some prominent 
modern text critics are known for strongly favoring external or internal criteria, but 
a reasoned use of all available criteria seems judicious.

The GNT that results from deciding among disputed readings is called an “eclec-
tic” text. The word eclectic means “drawn from a variety of sources.” In labeling 
RXU�¿QDO�SURGXFW�DV�DQ�³HFOHFWLF´�WH[W��ZH�DUH�UHFRJQL]LQJ�WKDW�WKHUH�LV�QR�DQFLHQW�
manuscript that parallels it word-for-word. While our eclectic GNT overlaps over-
whelmingly with the vast majority of all ancient GNT manuscripts, it is, in the end, 
drawn from a multiplicity of sources, not agreeing at every point with any of them.

External Criteria
1. Favor the older manuscripts. With all other things being equal, an 

older manuscript, being closer in date to the original, is to be preferred. 
7KURXJK�SDOHRJUDSK\��WKH�VWXG\�RI�DQFLHQW�ZULWLQJ���DQDO\VLV�RI�VFULEDO�
colophones, and other methods, scholars are able to assign composition 
dates to ancient manuscripts. Also, external evidence takes into ac-
FRXQW�QRW�RQO\�*17�PDQXVFULSWV��EXW�HDUO\�YHUVLRQV��WUDQVODWLRQV��DQG�
TXRWDWLRQV�IURP�FKXUFK�IDWKHUV��6RPH�VFKRODUV�GLVFRXQW�WKH�%\]DQWLQH�
WH[W�FRPSOHWHO\�DV�D�ODWHU�FRQIODWLRQ��RWKHUV��H�J���.-9�RQO\�DGYRFDWHV��
SUHIHU�WKH�%\]DQWLQH�WH[W�31 A balanced approach would lead us to con-
VLGHU�LQGLYLGXDO�%\]DQWLQH�UHDGLQJV�LQVRIDU�DV�WKH\�DUH�ZLWQHVVHG�WR�E\�
early manuscripts and supported by other criteria below.

2. )DYRU�WKH�UHDGLQJ�WKDW�LV�VXSSRUWHG�E\�WKH�PDMRULW\�RI�PDQXVFULSWV� 
7KLV�FULWHULRQ�PXVW�EH�TXDOLILHG�E\�WKH�IDPRXV�TXLS��Ⱥ0DQXVFULSWV�PXVW�
EH�ZHLJKHG��QRW�FRXQWHG�Ȼ�)RU�H[DPSOH��LI�ZH�KDYH�ILIW\�PHGLHYDO�%\]-
antine texts that all rely on the same tenth-century exemplar, then the 
entire group of manuscripts should be viewed in light of their common 
origin rather than as fifty independent witnesses.

3. Favor the reading that is best attested across various families of 
manuscripts. Over time, various streams of text transmission devel-
RSHG��:LWKLQ�WKHVH�VWUHDPV��WUDGLWLRQDOO\�GHOLQHDWHG�E\�JHRJUDSKLFDO�
provenance) flowed manuscripts with similar patterns of variants. So, 
the disputed reading best represented by a broad swath of transmission 

31 This is not to say that all who favor the Byzantine tradition are also KJV-only advocates.
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VWUHDPV��IDPLOLHV��LV�WR�EH�SUHIHUUHG�32 Note the map below depicting 
the four PDMRU�WH[W�IDPLOLHV��$OH[DQGULDQ��&DHVDUHDQ��:HVWHUQ��%\]DQ-
tine).33

,QÀXHQWLDO� WH[W� FULWLF� -�� .�� (OOLRWW� DVVHUWV� WKDW� WKH� WUDGLWLRQDO� FODVVL¿FDWLRQ� RI�
text families and their use in determining original readings should be rejected as 
overly-simplistic.34 Gerd Mink of the Institut für neutestamentliche Textforschung 
(INTF) in Münster, Germany, has championed a new Coherence-Based Genealog-
ical Method (CBGM). Elliot explains the approach:

0LQN¶V�WKHRU\�SORWV�WKH�WH[WXDO�ÀRZ�EHWZHHQ�PDQXVFULSWV��GHFODULQJ�WKH�OLNHOLHVW�
direction of change and seeing how that trajectory is paralleled elsewhere in the 
textual tradition. The relevant genealogical connection is seen between the texts 
and not the palaeographical dating of the manuscripts that happen to bear those 
texts. There is thus no room for text-types in such a methodology.35

32 For an online resource that labels virtually all ancient manuscripts according to their text fami-
lies, see www.laparola.net/greco/manoscritti.php.

33 Some scholars contest the legitimacy of the Caesarean text family. David Alan Black writes, 
“Scholars occasionally refer to a fourth text type—the Caesarean. Found only in the Gospels, this 
group of manuscripts is often found in company with the Alexandrian or Western text types. Today, 
however, there is little consensus as to the existence of this group of witnesses. It appears to be the 
PRVW�PL[HG�RI�DQ\�RI�WKH�JURXSV�WKDW�FDQ�EH�FODVVL¿HG�DV�D�WH[W�W\SH�´�6HH�New Testament Textual 
Criticism: A Concise Guide (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1994), 34.

34 J. K. Elliot, “Recent Trends in Textual Criticism of the New Testament: A New Millennium, a 
New Beginning?” Bulletin de l’Académie Belge pour l’Étude des Langues Anciennes et Orientales 
1 (2012): 128–29.

35 Elliot, “Recent Trends in Textual Criticism of the New Testament,” 130. In his review article 
of the Editio Critica Maior, Peter M. Head writes, “The Coherence-Based Genealogical Method is 
GLI¿FXOW�WR�VXPPDULVH�EULHÀ\��DQG�,�ZLOO�QRW�DWWHPSW�D�FRPSOHWH�H[SRVLWLRQ�DQG�HYDOXDWLRQ�KHUH��$V�
a method it attempts, utilizing the complete transcriptions of manuscript witnesses and the power 

CAESAREAN
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7KRXJK�SRSXODU�UHVRXUFHV�VWLOO�SUHVHQW�WKH�WUDGLWLRQDO�WH[W�IDPLO\�FODVVL¿FDWLRQV��
scholarly consensus is moving towards seeing the CBGM as rendering the tradi-
WLRQDO�FODVVL¿FDWLRQV�REVROHWH�

Internal Criteria
1. )DYRU�WKH�UHDGLQJ�WKDW�EHVW�¿WV�WKH�OLWHUDU\�FRQWH[W� This holds true as a 

general rule. Of course, sometimes authors of the NT said shocking or 
unexpected things, so this criterion must not be rigidly applied.

2. Favor the reading that best corresponds with writings by the same NT 
author. Authors have general stylistic patterns and theological motifs. 
As noted above, however, authors are not always predictable. The use 
RI�DQ�DPDQXHQVLV��DQFLHQW�VHFUHWDU\��DQG�GLIIHULQJ�FRQWH[WV�RU�SXUSRVHV�
can explain stylistic variations within the same author’s writings.

3. Favor the reading that best explains the origin of the other variants. 
Similar to a detective story, it is sometimes possible to reconstruct a 
series of mistakes or attempted fixes that all flow from a scribal alter-
ation of the original reading.

4. Favor the shorter reading. As texts were often lengthened or clarified, 
the shorter reading should usually be preferred.

5. )DYRU�WKH�PRUH�GLI¿FXOW�UHDGLQJ� Often the more difficult reading 
VKRXOG�EH�IDYRUHG��DV�ODWHU�DGGLWLRQV�DUH�DWWHPSWV�WR�ȺIL[Ȼ�D�SHUFHLYHG�
problem. This criterion cannot be applied in isolation from the other 
principles mentioned above, but scribes, when not making mistakes 
of hearing or sight, were prone to smooth out difficulties rather than 
introduce them.36

of computer analysis, to deal with the large number of witnesses to the NT text, the problem that 
these witnesses are related in complex ways involving contamination, and the coincidental emer-
JHQFH�RI�LGHQWLFDO�UHDGLQJV��VSHFL¿FDOO\�IRU�WKH�&DWKROLF�(SLVWOHV�WKH�ECM used 164 witnesses and 
found 3,046 places of textual variation). The CBGM uses textual agreement between transcriptions 
RI�PDQXVFULSWV�DV�D�ZKROH�WR�LGHQWLI\�VSHFL¿F�JHQHDORJLFDO�UHODWLRQVKLSV��RU�FRKHUHQFLHV��EHWZHHQ�
the texts represented in these manuscripts and the assumed initial text. Beginning with the relatively 
FHUWDLQ�SDUWV�RI�WKH�LQLWLDO�WH[W��XVLQJ�FRPSXWHU�DQDO\VLV��WKH�µWH[WXDO�ÀRZ¶�DW�HDFK�YDULDQW�XQLW�FDQ�EH�
mapped and preliminary genealogical relationships can be developed.” See “Editio Critica Maior: 
An Introduction and Assessment,” TynBul 61 (2010): 143–44.

36 See the helpful tool by David Trobisch, A User’s Guide to the Nestle-Aland 28 Greek New 
Testament, Text-Critical Studies 9 (Atlanta: SBL, 2013), including the discussion on pp. 22–24.
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Common Variations in the GNT

Unintentional Errors
According to one reckoning, 95 percent of textual variants are accidental—the 

unintentional variations introduced by tired or incompetent scribes.37 Such variants 
include the following:38

1. Errors of Sight. Scribes sometimes copied texts by looking back and 
IRUWK�WR�D�PDQXVFULSW��%\�WKLV�PHWKRG��WKH\�LQHYLWDEO\�PDGH�D�QXP-
ber of errors of sight. For example, they confused letters that looked 
VLPLODU�LQ�DSSHDUDQFH��GLYLGHG�ZRUGV�ZURQJO\��WKH�ROGHVW�*UHHN�PDQ-
XVFULSWV�RI�WKH�%LEOH�KDYH�QR�VSDFHV�EHWZHHQ�ZRUGV���UHSHDWHG�ZRUGV�
RU�VHFWLRQV��L�H���FRSLHG�WKH�VDPH�WKLQJ�WZLFH���DFFLGHQWDOO\�VNLSSHG�
letters, words, or sections, or changed the order of letters in a word, 
RU�ZRUGV�LQ�D�VHQWHQFH��,Q�&RGH[�9DWLFDQXV��IRU�H[DPSOH��DW�*DODWLDQV�
������D�VFULEH�DFFLGHQWDOO\�ZURWH�ĞƱ�ďƉċččƬĕēęė��ȺWKH�JRVSHOȻ��WKUHH�
times in succession.

2. Errors of Hearing. When scribes copied manuscripts through dictation 
�L�H���scribes wrote as a manuscript was being read) errors of hearing 
were made. For example, vowels, diphthongs, or other sounds were 
PLVKHDUG��DV�LQ�0DWWKHZ�����LQ�&RGH[�6LQDLWLFXV��ZKHUH�őĔ�ĝęȘ��ȺIURP�
\RXȻ��KDV�EHHQ�ZURQJO\�KHDUG�DQG�ZULWWHQ�DV�őĘ�ęƐ��ȺIURP�ZKRPȻ���
:H�PDNH�VLPLODU�PLVWDNHV�LQ�(QJOLVK��IRU�LQVWDQFH��ZULWLQJ�ȺQLJKWȻ�
ZKHQ�VRPHRQH�VD\V��ȺNQLJKW�Ȼ

3. Errors of Writing. Sometimes scribes introduced errors into texts 
VLPSO\�E\�ZULWLQJ�WKH�ZURQJ�WKLQJ��)RU�H[DPSOH��LQ�&RGH[�$OH[DQGUL-
QXV��DW�-RKQ��������D�VFULEH�DFFLGHQWDOO\�ZURWH�Ďƴėċĝċư�Ėęē�UDWKHU�WKDQ�
ĎƴėċĖċư�ĝęē��5DWKHU�WKDQ�VD\LQJ�WR�-HVXV��ȺZK\�FDQȷW�,�IROORZ�<RX�
QRZ�Ȼ�3HWHU�QRZ�TXHULHV��ȺZK\�FDQȷW�\RX�IROORZ�PH�QRZ"Ȼ39

4. Errors of Judgment. Sometimes scribes exercised poor judgment by 
LQFRUSRUDWLQJ�PDUJLQDO�JORVVHV��DQFLHQW�IRRWQRWHV��LQWR�WKH�ERG\�RI�WKH�
WH[W�RU�E\�LQFRUSRUDWLQJ�VLPLODU�XQLQWHQWLRQDO�FRUUXSWLQJ�LQIOXHQFHV��,Q�
WKH�IRXUWHHQWK�FHQWXU\�&RGH[������IRU�H[DPSOH��DQ�LQFRPSHWHQW�VFULEH�
has apparently copied continuous lines of text from a manuscript that 
OLVWHG�WKH�JHQHDORJ\�RI�-HVXV��/XNH�3:23–38) in two columns. The 

37 See Arthur G. Patzia, The Making of the New Testament: Origin, Collection, Text & Canon 
(Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1995), 138.

38 The material below is from Robert L. Plummer, 40 Questions About Interpreting the Bible 
(Grand Rapids: Kregel, 2010), originally derived from Patzia, Making of the New Testament, 138–46.

39 This variant is also possibly an “error of sight” (i.e., the scribe’s eyes jumped to the parallel 
expression in John 13:36). I (Rob) am indebted to Elijah Hixson for pointing out this variant, as well 
as some other variants mentioned in this section.
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resulting genealogy has all the family relations scrambled, even listing 
God as the son of Aram.��

Intentional Errors
7KH�UHPDLQLQJ�¿YH�SHUFHQW�RI�WH[WXDO�YDULDQWV�UHVXOWHG�IURP�LQWHQWLRQDO�DFWLYLW\�

on the part of scribes. Such changes included:
1. Revising Grammar and Spelling.�,Q�DQ�DWWHPSW�WR�VWDQGDUGL]H�JUDP-

mar or spelling, scribes sometimes corrected what they perceived as 
orthographic or grammatical errors in the text they were copying. For 
H[DPSOH��WKRXJK�-RKQ�RULJLQDOO\�SXW�WKH�QRPLQDWLYH�FDVH�DIWHU�WKH�
SUHSRVLWLRQ�ŁĚƲ�LQ�5HYHODWLRQ�1:4, later scribes have inserted a genitive 
form.41

2. Harmonizing Similar Passages. Scribes had a tendency to harmonize 
parallel passages and introduce uniformity to stylized expressions. For 
example, details from the same incident in multiple Gospels might be 
LQFOXGHG�ZKHQ�FRS\LQJ�DQ\�RQH�*RVSHO��$V�D�SURIHVVRU�RI�*UHHN��,�
�5RE��KDYH�IRXQG�LW�LQWHUHVWLQJ�WKDW�VWXGHQWV�VRPHWLPHV�XQLQWHQWLRQDOO\�
LQVHUW�Ⱥ/RUGȻ�RU�Ⱥ&KULVWȻ�ZKHQ�WUDQVODWLQJ�D�SDVVDJH�ZLWK�WKH�QDPH�
Ⱥ-HVXV�Ȼ�1RUPDOO\��VXFK�VWXGHQWV�DUH�QRW�LQWHQGLQJ�WR�SURPRWH�D�ȺKLJK-
HU�&KULVWRORJ\Ȼ��WKH\�DUH�VLPSO\�FRQIRUPLQJ�WKHLU�VSHHFK�WR�D�VW\OL]HG�
reference to the Savior. Ancient scribes behaved in a similar way.

3. (OLPLQDWLQJ�$SSDUHQW�'LVFUHSDQFLHV�DQG�'LI¿FXOWLHV� Scribes some-
WLPHV�ȺIL[HGȻ�ZKDW�WKH\�SHUFHLYHG�DV�D�SUREOHP�LQ�WKH�WH[W��0HW]JHU�
and (KUPDQ�UHSRUW�WKDW�EHFDXVH�2ULJHQ�SHUFHLYHG�D�JHRJUDSKLFDO�GLIIL-
FXOW\�DW�-RKQ�������KH�FKDQJHG�íđĒċėưǪ��Ⱥ%HWKDQ\Ȼ��WR�íđĒċěċČǭ�42

4. &RQÀDWLQJ�WKH�7H[W� Sometimes when a scribe knew of variant readings 
in the manuscript base from which he was copying, he would simply 
include both variants within his copy, conflating them. For example, 
in Acts �������VRPH�HDUO\�PDQXVFULSWV�UHDG�Ğƭė�őĔĔĕđĝưċė�ĞęȘ�ĒďęȘ�
�ȺWKH�FKXUFK�RI�*RGȻ���ZKLOH�RWKHUV�UHDG�Ğƭė�őĔĔĕđĝưċė�ĞęȘ�Ĕğěưęğ�
�ȺFKXUFK�RI�WKH�/RUGȻ���/DWHU�PDQXVFULSWV�FRQIODWH�WKH�UHDGLQJV�DV�Ğƭė�
őĔĔĕđĝưċė�ĞęȘ�Ĕğěưęğ�ĔċƯ�>ĞęȘ@�ĒďęȘ��ȺWKH�FKXUFK�RI�WKH�/RUG�DQG�
*RGȻ��43

5. Adapting Different Liturgical Traditions.�,Q�D�IHZ�LVRODWHG�SODFHV��LW�LV�
SRVVLEOH�WKDW�FKXUFK�OLWXUJ\��L�H���VW\OL]HG�SUD\HUV�RU�SUDLVHV��LQIOXHQFHG�

40 Metzger and Ehrman, The Text of the New Testament, 259.
41 Metzger and Ehrman, 262.
42 Metzger and Ehrman, 264.
43 Metzger and Ehrman, 265.
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VRPH�WH[WXDO�DGGLWLRQV�RU�ZRUGLQJ�FKDQJHV��H�J���0DWW�������Ⱥ)RU�\RXUV�
LV�WKH�NLQJGRP��DQG�WKH�SRZHU��DQG�WKH�JORU\�IRUHYHU��$PHQȻ��

6. Making Theological or Doctrinal Changes. Sometimes scribes made 
theological or doctrinal changes—either omitting something they saw 
DV�ZURQJ�RU�PDNLQJ�FODULI\LQJ�DGGLWLRQV��)RU�H[DPSOH��LQ�0DWW�24:36, 
some manuscripts omit the reference to the Son’s ignorance of the day 
of his return—a passage that is obviously difficult to understand.44

Understanding the Textual Apparatuses and Tools
Several affordable or even free GNTs are available in print or digital format. A 

fundamental question, however, is: What version of the GNT am I reading? Is it the 
Byzantine text? Is it an eclectic text? If so, which eclectic text?

Any serious student of the GNT must own one (or both) of the two mainstream 
critical, eclectic texts of the GNT. As more manuscripts have been discovered 
and more variants recorded—and as both textual decisions and formatting have 
changed—these critical editions have gone through numerous revisions. The Nes-
tle-Aland Novum Testamentum Graece is now in its 28th edition (2013). This ver-
sion is usually called simply the “Nestle-Aland” and is often abbreviated NA28. 
The superscription (“28” in this case) represents the number of the most recent 
edition. The United Bible Societies GNT is now in its 5th edition (2014), and is 
usually called “the UBS.” It is abbreviated as UBS5 and has a red cover, while the 
Nestle-Aland’s cover is usually blue.

Pointing to a scholarly consensus about text-critical methods and the resulting 
eclectic text, the Nestle-Aland and UBS have published the same eclectic text 
since UBS3 (1975) and NA26 (1979). The two publications differ, however, in 
punctuation and formatting, as well as in the presentation of textual data. The UBS 
text (prepared primarily for Bible translators and pastors) aims to list only signif-
icant variants that potentially affect translation. At the bottom of the page, signif-
icant variants (if any) are listed with extensive textual data. Each disputed text is 
UDQNHG�$��%��&��RU�'��EDVHG�RQ�WKH�HGLWRULDO�FRPPLWWHH¶V�FRQ¿GHQFH�LQ�GHFLGLQJ�
the original reading. The preface and introductory section of the UBS text provides 
a helpful overview of the textual apparatus and should be read in its entirety by 
intermediate Greek students.

Nestle-Aland differs from the UBS by listing many more variants but providing 
less textual support for the variants listed. The Nestle-Aland text, aimed at the 
DFDGHPLF�FRPPXQLW\��SURYLGHV�DQ�HVSHFLDOO\�HI¿FLHQW�PHWKRG� IRU�YLHZLQJ�YDUL-
ants—even when those variants are clearly not original and do not affect meaning 
VLJQL¿FDQWO\��,QVHUWHG�V\PEROV��IRU�H[DPSOH�D�VPDOO��UDLVHG�FLUFOH�RU�VTXDUH��HQDEOH�

44 In this text, as in a few other places (e.g., John 4:6), Scripture seems to speak of Jesus from the 
perspective of his human nature, not intending to deny the omniscience or omnipotence of his divine 
nature. Others have explained this passage by claiming that prior to his exaltation, Jesus emptied 
himself of certain divine prerogatives (i.e., the Kenotic theory).
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the editors of the NA to include much information about variants in an extremely 
compact space. Students who own an NA28 should carefully read the introductory 
material and learn the “critical signs” that label variations in the text.

Though the free Society of  Biblical Literature Greek New Testament (SBLGNT), 
edited by Michael Holmes, is widely used in digital format by students, modern 
text critics have raised strident objections against enthroning it as a new textus 
receptus. J. K. Elliott has pointed out that the SBLGNT is an amalgam of four 
previously printed Greek New Testaments and that it provides no apparatus for 
variants in ancient manuscripts. The SBLGNT differs from the NA in more than 
540 places.45

There are three other scholarly NT Greek texts of which the intermediate Greek 
student should be aware. First, in late 2018, Crossway, in conjunction with the 
evangelical study center Tyndale House at Cambridge University, released the 
Tyndale House edition of the Greek New Testament (THGNT). Dirk Jongkind, the 
lead editor of the work, claims that it is the most accurate Greek New Testament 
published to date. That is, he claims that, of printed Greek New Testaments, the 
THGNT is closest in wording to the apostolic autographs. The THGNT is unique 
LQ�IRFXVLQJ�RQ�*UHHN�PDQXVFULSWV�IURP�WKH�¿UVW�¿YH�FHQWXULHV�RI�WUDQVPLVVLRQ�DQG�
in incorporating recent scholarly insights on scribal habits into the editors’ text- 
critical decisions. Many of the claims of the THGNT are still being debated, and 
students are referred to the following short book for a more extensive introduction 
and defense: An Introduction to the Greek New Testament Produced at Tyndale 
House, Cambridge (Crossway, 2019), by Dirk Jongkind. For an extensive video 
review of the THGNT by Rob Plummer, see: https://vimeo.com/313496503.

Students should also be aware of two other incomplete projects. These are the 
Editio Critica Maior (ECM) and the International Greek New Testament Project 
(IGNTP).46 The ECM is overseen by the Institut für neutestamentliche Textfor-
schung (INTF) in Münster, Germany. The origins of the project date to a call for 
a more comprehensive text-critical edition of the NT made by Kurt Aland, Jean 
Duplacy, and Bonifatius Fischer in 1967. So far, only the fascicles for the Catholic 
Epistles (James–Jude, 1997–2005), a short volume on parallel Gospel pericopes 
(2011), and the four volumes on the book of Acts (2017) have been published. The 
JRDO�RI�WKH�ZRUN�LV�WR�SURYLGH�D�FRPSUHKHQVLYH�ORRN�DW�DOO�VLJQL¿FDQW�WH[W�YDULD-
WLRQV�ZLWKLQ�WKH�¿UVW�WKRXVDQG�\HDUV�RI�WKH�WH[W¶V�WUDQVPLVVLRQ²ORRNLQJ�DW�*UHHN�
PDQXVFULSWV��FLWDWLRQV�LQ�WKH�*UHHN�)DWKHUV��DQG�VLJQL¿FDQW�HDUO\�YHUVLRQV��WUDQVOD-
tions) where they bear witness to variants in an underlying Greek text.47

Peter Williams notes that the ECM volume (2nd ed.) of the Catholic Epistles 
differs from the NA27 on decisions about the NT text’s original wording in only 34 

45 J. K Elliott, “Recent Trends,” 118. Available online at http://evangelicaltextualcriticism.blog-
spot.com/2012/03/keith-elliott-on-recent-trends.html. The SBLGNT does provide a minimal appara-
tus, listing the readings of Bible translations and other critical editions. See http://sblgnt.com/about/.

46 The IGNTP continues the Critical Greek Testament Project, begun in 1926.
47 Information in this paragraph was obtained from the Preface and Introduction to the Editio 

Critica Maior.
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places, all of which have been incorporated into the new 28th edition of Nestle- 
Aland.48 Dirk Jongkind observes that the ECM volumes of Acts differ from the 
NA28 at 52 places,49 all of which will presumably be incorporated into the forth-
coming 29th edition of the Nestle-Aland GNT and 6th edition of the United Bi-
ble Societies GNT. While intermediate Greek students may use the ECM in their 
campus library, they are unlikely to own it because of (1) the cost, (2) the currently 
incomplete nature of the project, and (3) the level of detail provided by ECM—a 
detail unnecessary except for the most detailed text-critical study. For example, 
page 15 of the ECM volume covering James features only twelve Greek words 
from Jas 1:18b–19a. The remainder of the page contains information on textual 
variants for this small section of text. Such a page is typical of the series.

Another ongoing project of which students should be aware is the International 
Greek New Testament Project (IGNTP). Beginning in 1948, the IGNTP sought 
WR�SURYLGH�D�FRPSUHKHQVLYH�FULWLFDO�HGLWLRQ�RI�WKH�*17��OLVWLQJ�HYHU\�VLJQL¿FDQW�
variant in existing ancient manuscripts, quotations, and versions. The IGNTP dif-
fers from the ECM in using the textus receptus50 (Byzantine text) as a base text, 
from which variant readings are noted. This use of the textus receptus is simply a 
scholarly convention, not a normative judgment about the quality of the Byzantine 
text tradition. The goal of the IGNTP is not to produce a scholarly eclectic text, but 
simply to provide a comprehensive, accurate recording of NT textual variants. So 
far, only Luke has been completed (two volumes, published by Oxford University 
Press in 1984 and 1987). The IGNTP is currently working on the Gospel of John 
(two volumes already out) in cooperation with the Institut für neutestamentliche 
Textforschung.51 In addition to their IGNTP volumes on John, the IGNTP will also 
produce the ECM volume on John. The IGNTP website reports that in 2016, the 
organization “formally began work on the edition of the Pauline Epistles, which 
is expected to take around two decades to produce.”52 As Dan Wallace notes, the 
discipline of text criticism is experiencing a new era of cooperation and collabora-
tion, made easier by digital scanning, the internet, and other evolving technologies. 
3HUKDSV�\RXU�LQWHUHVWV�KDYH�EHHQ�VSDUNHG�LQ�WKLV�¿HOG��,I�VR��UHFHLYH�WKLV�FKDOOHQJH�
from Wallace, which he wrote in 2009:

48 Accessed October 29, 2019, http://marginalia.lareviewofbooks.org/peter-williams-on-the-nes-
tle-aland-novum-testamentum-graece/. Williams notes that the NA28 text outside of the Catholic 
Epistles is the same as the NA27, except for minor changes such as capitalization or formatting. The 
textual apparatus of the NA28, however, includes additional and corrected information throughout the 
entire GNT.

49 Accessed October 21, 2019, http://evangelicaltextualcriticism.blogspot.com/2018/08/the-text-
of-acts-differences-between.html.

50� 6SHFL¿FDOO\��WKH�FKRVHQ�textus receptus was “published by Clarendon Press, Oxford, in 1873, 
a reprint of an edition published in 1828 that ultimately is based on the third edition of Stephanus 
published in 1550.” Eckhard J. Schnabel, “Textual Criticism: Recent Developments,” in The Face 
of New Testament Studies: A Survey of Recent Research, ed. Scot McKnight and Grant R. Osborne 
(Grand Rapids: Baker; Leicester: Apollos, 2004), 64.

51 Two volumes on John have appeared, one with evidence from the papyri (1995) and the other 
with attestation from the majuscules (2007).

52 Accessed October 21, 2019, http://www.igntp.org/.
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“Collation” is the comparison of a MS [manuscript] to a base text. All the differ-
ences, down to the individual letters, are noted. Collation is thus an exact tran-
scription of the MS but done with less effort and less paper. To date, all the MSS 
[manuscripts] of only one book of the NT have been completely collated. Herman 
Hoskier took thirty years to collate all MSS for Revelation—a book that has by 
far fewer MSS than any other NT book.

Complete collations of all NT books are desperately needed. Furthermore, only 
about 20% of all NT MSS [manuscripts] have published collations and transcrip-
tions. How can we honestly speak about “knowledge of documents” without do-
ing complete collations of them? At present, the work to collate all Greek NT 
MSS would take about 400 man-years. In short, the harvest is plentiful but the 
workers are few!53

Students are encouraged to take a class in NT text criticism to develop deeper 
NQRZOHGJH�DQG�SHUVRQDO�SUR¿FLHQF\�LQ�WKH�SUDFWLFH�RI�WH[W�FULWLFLVP��$OWKRXJK�XVX-
DOO\�RQO\�D�VPDOO�SHUFHQWDJH����SHUFHQW"��RI�VWXGHQWV�¿QG�WKDW�WKH\�DUH�IDVFLQDWHG�
by text criticism, perhaps you belong to this select group.

Recent Trends in Text Criticism
In recent years, prominent NT text critics (e.g., Bart Ehrman, Eldon Jay Epp, 

David Parker) have attempted to redirect the discipline away from determining 
the original reading of the NT text. Instead, these scholars have called for a study 
of textual variants as a window into the theological, ecclesiastical, and cultural 
world in which the documents were copied (and altered). The variants, thus, are 
a worthy end in themselves. Often this new approach has been combined with an 
XQZDUUDQWHG� VNHSWLFLVP�DQG� VHQVDWLRQDOLVWLF� FODLPV� DERXW� WKH�ZLGH� LQÀXHQFH�RI�
tendentious scribes.54

While not neglecting the worthy study of textual variations in their own right, 
WKH�ORQJ�HVWDEOLVKHG�GLVFLSOLQH�RI�WH[W�FULWLFLVP�VKRXOG�OHDG�XV�WR�DI¿UP�WKH�YDOXH�
DQG�FRQ¿GHQFH�RI�VWXG\LQJ�DQFLHQW�PDQXVFULSWV�RI�WKH�17�WR�GHWHUPLQH�WKH�RULJLQDO�
reading of the text. In responding to some of the more recent fads in text criticism, 
Moisés Silva astutely writes:

,Q�FRQFOXVLRQ��,�ZRXOG�OLNH�WR�DI¿UP²QRW�RQO\�ZLWK�+RUW��EXW�ZLWK�SUDFWLFDOO\�DOO�
students of ancient documents—that the recovery of the original text (i.e., the text 

53 Daniel B. Wallace, “Challenges in New Testament Textual Criticism for the Twenty-First 
Century,” JETS 52 (2009): 97. According to text critic Elijah Hixson, of the 304 extant manuscripts of 
Revelation, Hoskier only collated 228 (all he had access to at the time). Recently, Tommy Wasserman 
has collated virtually all known continuous-text manuscripts of Jude. See The Epistle of Jude: Its Text 
and Transmission, Coniectanea Biblica: New Testament Series 43 (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 
2006). Matt Solomon, a PhD graduate of New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary, accomplished 
the same feat for the book of Philemon (private conversation with Elijah Hixson, January 8, 2015).

54 E.g., Bart D. Ehrman’s Misquoting Jesus: The Story Behind Who Changed the Bible and Why 
(New York: HarperCollins, 2005). For a rebuttal of Ehrman’s claims, see Andreas Köstenberger, 
Darrell Bock, and Josh Chatraw, Truth Matters (Nashville: B&H, 2014); and the more detailed ver-
sion by the same authors, Truth in a Culture of Doubt (Nashville: B&H, 2014).
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in its initial form, prior to the alterations produced in the copying process) remains 
the primary task of textual criticism. Of course, it is not the only task. The study of 
HDUO\�WH[WXDO�YDULDWLRQ�IRU�LWV�RZQ�VDNH�LV�ERWK�D�IDVFLQDWLQJ�DQG�D�PRVW�SUR¿WDEOH�
exercise. And it is also true that we have sometimes been sloppy in our use of the 
term original text��%XW�QHLWKHU� WKHVH� WUXWKV�QRU� WKH�DGPLWWHGO\�JUHDW�GLI¿FXOWLHV�
involved in recovering the autographic words can be allowed to dissolve the con-
cept of an original text.55

Theological Considerations
Scholars debate what role a priori theological commitments should play in aca-

demic study. Nevertheless, if Jesus Christ is the climax of God’s revelation of him-
VHOI��DV�\RX�DUH�OLNHO\�WR�DI¿UP�LI�\RX�DUH�UHDGLQJ�WKLV�WH[W���LW�VHHPV�UHDVRQDEOH�WR�
VXUPLVH�WKDW�*RG�ZRXOG�SURYLGH�DQ�DFFXUDWH�DQG�HQGXULQJ�UHFRUG�RI�WKDW�GH¿QLWLYH�
revelation (cf. John 16:12–15). This logical necessity is furthermore supported by 
data—lots of it. A massive number of ancient NT manuscripts, their overwhelm-
ing similarity, and the ability to arrive at virtual certainty as to the text’s original 
ZRUGLQJ�WKURXJK�FRPSDUDWLYH�DQDO\VLV��L�H���WH[W�FULWLFLVP��OHDGV�XV�WR�DI¿UP�*RG¶V�
preservation of his authoritative Word.56 The words of British paleographer Sir 
Frederic G. Kenyon nicely summarize the state of NT textual criticism:

,W� LV�UHDVVXULQJ�DW�WKH�HQG�WR�¿QG�WKDW�WKH�JHQHUDO�UHVXOW�RI�DOO� WKHVH�GLVFRYHULHV�
and all this study is to strengthen the proof of the authenticity of the Scriptures, 
and our conviction that we have in our hands in substantial integrity, the veritable 
Word of God.57

TEXT CRITICISM: RECOMMENDED WEBSITES
WEBSITE CONTENTS

csntm.org Center for the Study of New Testament Manuscripts. Executive 
Director, Dan Wallace

nobts.edu/cntts H. Milton Haggard Center for New Testament Textual Studies, 
New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary

ntgateway.com Website overseen by NT scholar Mark Goodacre; includes 
helpful section of text criticism links

evangelicaltextualcriti-
cism.blogspot.com

Forum to discuss biblical manuscripts and textual history from 
an evangelical perspective

55 Moisés Silva, “Response,” in Rethinking New Testament Textual Criticism, ed. David Alan 
Black (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2002), 149. For a similar view of recent fads, see Wallace, “Challenges 
in New Testament Textual Criticism,” 79–100.

56 D. A. Carson notes, “Almost all text critics will acknowledge that 96, even 97 percent, of the 
Greek New Testament is morally certain. It’s just not in dispute.” See “Who Is This Jesus? Is He 
5LVHQ"´�D�GRFXPHQWDU\�¿OP�KRVWHG�E\�'��-DPHV�Kennedy and Jerry Newcombe (Fort Lauderdale, 
FL: Coral Ridge Ministries, 2000).

57 Frederic G. Kenyon, The Story of the Bible, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1967), 113.
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SUMMARY

HISTORY OF THE GREEK LANGUAGE
FORM OF LANGUAGE DATES

Proto Indo-European Prior to 1500 BC

Linear B or Mycenaean 1500–1000 BC

Dialects and Classical Greek 1000–300 BC

Koine Greek 300 BC–AD 330

Byzantine Greek AD 330–AD 1453

Modern Greek AD 1453–present

COMMON CHANGES IN GREEK FROM CLASSICAL TO KOINE PERIOD
CHANGE EXAMPLE FROM GNT

First aorist endings 
appear on second aorist 
verb stems

őčƵ Ďƫ ďųĚċy ĞưĜ ďų, Ĕƴěēď; (Acts 26:15).
Then I said, “Who are You, Lord?” (Acts 26:15).

Less common use of 
optative mood

őĖęƯ Ďƫ Ėƭ�čƬėęēĞę ĔċğġǬĝĒċē ďŭ Ėƭ őė ĞȦ ĝĞċğěȦ ĞęȘ Ĕğěưęğ 
ŞĖȥė ŵđĝęȘ āěēĝĞęȘ (Gal 6:14).
may it never be that I should boast, except in the cross of 
our Lord Jesus Christ (Gal 6:14 NASB).

Increased use of 
prepositions

ďƉĕęčđĞƱĜ ž ĒďƱĜ ĔċƯ ĚċĞƭě ĞęȘ Ĕğěưęğ ŞĖȥė ŵđĝęȘ āěēĝĞęȘ, ž 
ďƉĕęčƮĝċĜ ŞĖǬĜ őė Ěƪĝǹ ďƉĕęčưǪ ĚėďğĖċĞēĔǼ őė ĞęȉĜ őĚęğěċėưęēĜ 
őė āěēĝĞȦ (Eph 1:3).
Blessed is the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who 
has blessed us with every spiritual blessing in the heavens in 
Christ (Eph 1:3).

-Ėē verbs appear with 
omega verb endings

ĞƩ ĚĞƶĖċĞċ ċƉĞȥė ęƉĔ ŁĠưęğĝēė ĞďĒǻėċē ďŭĜ ĖėǻĖċ (Rev 11:9).
They did not permit their bodies to be put into a tomb (Rev 
11:9).

Disappearance of Ķ 
and Ĳ

ĔċĕƬĝģ ĞƱė ęƉ ĕċƲė Ėęğ ĕċƲė Ėęğ ĔċƯ Ğƭė ęƉĔ ŝčċĚđĖƬėđė 
ŝčċĚđĖƬėđė (Rom 9:25).
Those who were not my people I will call “my people,” and 
her who was not beloved I will call “beloved” (Rom 9:25 ESV).

Greater use of paratac-
tic style

Cf. 1!John and James.

Change in meaning of 
comparative and super-
lative forms

ĖďĞƪčďĞċē ƊĚƱ őĕċġưĝĞęğ ĚđĎċĕưęğ ƂĚęğ Ş žěĖƭ ĞęȘ ďƉĒƴėęėĞęĜ 
ČęƴĕďĞċē (Jas 3:4).
They are guided by a very small rudder wherever the will of 
the pilot directs (Jas 3:4).

Semantic shifts in specif-
ic words

ĝƳ Ďƫ ĕƪĕďē ń ĚěƬĚďē ĞǼ Ɗčēċēėęƴĝǹ ĎēĎċĝĔċĕưǪ (Titus!2:1).
But as for you, speak the things which are "tting for sound 
doctrine (Titus 2:1 NASB).
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TEXT-CRITICAL CRITERIA
EXTERNAL CRITERIA INTERNAL CRITERIA

Favor the older manuscripts. Favor the reading that best "ts the literary 
context.

Favor the reading supported by the major-
ity of manuscripts.

Favor the reading that corresponds best 
with writings by the same author.

Favor the reading best attested across 
manuscript families.

Favor the reading that best explains the 
origin of the other variants.

Favor the shorter reading.

Favor the more dif"cult reading.

ERRORS IN THE GNT
UNINTENTIONAL ERRORS

TYPE EXPLANATION
Errors of sight Scribe glancing back and forth between manuscripts makes an 

error.

Errors of hearing Scribe listening to dictated manuscript makes an error.

Errors of writing Scribe makes an error in writing that cannot be attributed to a 
mistake in copying by sight or listening.

Errors of judgment Scribe wrongly judges what to copy—incorporating a marginal 
note into the text, for example.

INTENTIONAL ERRORS
TYPE EXPLANATION

Revision of grammar 
and spelling

Orthographic or grammatical correction by a scribe.

Harmonization of 
passages

Deleting or incorporating material so that the passage cor-
responds with a parallel text (in the Synoptic Gospels, for 
example).

Elimination of 
dif"culties

Deletion or revision of a perceived error.

Con#ation of texts Scribe incorporates two or more variant readings into his 
manuscript.

Adaption of liturgi-
cal tradition

Addition of liturgical material to text.

Theological or doc-
trinal change

Scribe omits or adds material to avoid perceived theological 
dif"culty.

CRITICAL EDITIONS OF THE GNT
TEXT CHARACTERISTICS

United Bible Society, 
5th edition (UBS5)

Eclectic critical text. Notes only signi"cant variants, but 
provides extensive textual data and an A, B, C, or D ranking. 
Edition primarily intended for pastors and translators.
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CRITICAL EDITIONS OF THE GNT
Novum Testamentum 
Graece, 28th edition 
(Nestle-Aland28 or 
NA28)

Same NT text as UBS, but noting many more variants through 
a system of symbols incorporated into the text. Fewer textual 
witnesses provided than in the UBS. Aimed at the academic 
community.

Editio Critica Maior 
(ECM)

Eclectic critical text of the NT that provides comprehensive 
manuscript data for the "rst thousand years of the church. 
Only the Catholic Epistles, Acts, and a short volume on parallel 
Gospel pericopes have been completed. Material from ECM is 
gradually being incorporated into Nestle-Aland and UBS.

International Greek 
New Testament Project 
(IGNTP)

Using the textus receptus as a base, the IGNTP provides nearly 
exhaustive manuscript evidence for all ancient witnesses. Only 
the Gospel of Luke has been completed. Two volumes on the 
Gospel of John (papyri and majuscules) have been published.

PRACTICE EXERCISES

,Q�WKH�¿UVW�¿YH�VHQWHQFHV��ODEHO�WKH�JUDPPDWLFDO�RU�RUWKRJUDSKLF��VSHOOLQJ��VKLIW�LQ�
Koine Greek represented by the underlined word(s) in each sentence.

1. ĔċƯ�ČĕƬĚęğĝēė�őĔ�Ğȥė�ĕċȥė�ĔċƯ�Ġğĕȥė�ĔċƯ�čĕģĝĝȥė�ĔċƯ�őĒėȥė�ĞƱ�
ĚĞȥĖċ�ċƉĞȥė�ŞĖƬěċĜ�ĞěďȉĜ�ĔċƯ�ŢĖēĝğ�ĔċƯ�ĞƩ�ĚĞƶĖċĞċ�ċƉĞȥė�ęƉĔ�
ŁĠưęğĝēė�ĞďĒǻėċē�ďŭĜ�ĖėǻĖċ��5HY�11:9).

2. ęŮ�Ďƫ�ďųĚċė�ċƉĞȦ��őė�íđĒĕƬďĖ�ĞǻĜ�ŵęğĎċưċĜy�ęƎĞģĜ�čƩě�čƬčěċĚĞċē�
ĎēƩ�ĞęȘ�ĚěęĠƮĞęğ��0DWW�2:5).

3. ŭĎęƳ�ĔċƯ�ĞƩ�Ěĕęȉċ�ĞđĕēĔċȘĞċ�ƁėĞċ�ĔċƯ�ƊĚƱ�ŁėƬĖģė�ĝĔĕđěȥė�
őĕċğėƲĖďėċ��ĖďĞƪčďĞċē�ƊĚƱ�őĕċġưĝĞęğ�ĚđĎċĕưęğ�ƂĚęğ�Ş�žěĖƭ�ĞęȘ�
ďƉĒƴėęėĞęĜ�ČęƴĕďĞċē��-DV�3:4).

4. ĞęȘ�Ďƫ�ŵđĝęȘ�čďėėđĒƬėĞęĜ�őė�íđĒĕƬďĖ�ĞǻĜ�ŵęğĎċưċĜ�őė�ŞĖƬěċēĜ�
ŦěȤĎęğ�ĞęȘ�ČċĝēĕƬģĜ��ŭĎęƳ�Ėƪčęē�ŁĚƱ�ŁėċĞęĕȥė�ĚċěďčƬėęėĞę�ďŭĜ 
ŶďěęĝƲĕğĖċ��0DWW�2:1).
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5. ƚĜ�ĔċƯ�őė�ĞȦ�Ƣĝđƫ�ĕƬčďē��õċĕƬĝģ�ĞƱė�ęƉ�ĕċƲė�Ėęğ�ĕċƲė�Ėęğ�ĔċƯ�
Ğƭė�ęƉĔ�ŝčċĚđĖƬėđė�ŝčċĚđĖƬėđėy��5RP�9:25).

,Q�HDFK�RI�WKH�IROORZLQJ�¿YH�H[DPSOHV������WUDQVODWH�WKH�SDVVDJH�ERWK�DV�LW�VWDQGV�
in the body of the NA28/UBS5 and with the selected textual variant in parentheses. 
(2) In one brief sentence, note the difference in meaning that the variant makes. 
(3) Record which manuscripts support the variant reading provided in parentheses. 
(4) Why do you think the editors of your GNT favored the reading that they did? 
If you have the UBS edition, what letter ranking did the editorial committee assign 
to their choice? If you have access to Metzger’s Textual Commentary on the Greek 
New Testament, check his explanation.

6. ûċȘĕęĜ�ŁĚƲĝĞęĕęĜ�āěēĝĞęȘ�ŵđĝęȘ�ĎēƩ�ĒďĕƮĖċĞęĜ�ĒďęȘ�ĞęȉĜ�łčưęēĜ�
ĞęȉĜ�ęƏĝēė�>őė�ŗĠƬĝȣ@��variant: omit bracketed words��ĔċƯ�ĚēĝĞęȉĜ�őė�
āěēĝĞȦ�ŵđĝęȘ��(SK�1:1).

7. ĔċƯ�ĞċȘĞċ�čěƪĠęĖďė�ŞĖďȉĜ��ƊĖȉė���Ųėċ�Ş�ġċěƩ�ŞĖȥė��ƊĖȥė��Ǎ�
ĚďĚĕđěģĖƬėđ����-Q������

8. ċƉĞƱĜ�Ďƫ�ž�ĔƴěēęĜ�ĞǻĜ�ďŭěƮėđĜ�ĎȤđ�ƊĖȉė�Ğƭė�ďŭěƮėđė�ĎēƩ�ĚċėĞƱĜ�őė�
ĚċėĞƯ�ĞěƲĚȣ��ĞƲĚȣ�����7KHVV�3:16).

9. ĎēĔċēģĒƬėĞďĜ�ęƏė�őĔ�ĚưĝĞďģĜ�ďŭěƮėđė�ŕġęĖďė��ŕġģĖďė��ĚěƱĜ�ĞƱė�
ĒďƱė�ĎēƩ�ĞęȘ�Ĕğěưęğ�ŞĖȥė�ŵđĝęȘ�āěēĝĞęȘ��5RP�5:1).

���� ŭĎęƳ�Čƪĕĕģ�ċƉĞƭė�ďŭĜ�Ĕĕưėđė��ĠğĕċĔƮė��ĔċƯ�ĞęƳĜ�ĖęēġďƴęėĞċĜ�ĖďĞǳ�
ċƉĞǻĜ�ďŭĜ�ĒĕȉĢēė�Ėďčƪĕđė��őƩė�Ėƭ�ĖďĞċėęƮĝģĝēė�őĔ�Ğȥė�ŕěčģė�ċƉĞǻĜ�
�5HY�2:22).
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VOCABULARY

Vocabulary to Memorize

ŁĚċččƬĕĕģ ,�DQQRXQFH��SURFODLP��UHSRUW�����
ŁĚęĎưĎģĖē ,�JLYH�DZD\��SD\��UHWXUQ�����
Ņěċ VR��WKHQ��FRQVHTXHQWO\�����
ŅĠďĝēĜ���ďģĜ��Ş IRUJLYHQHVV�����
Ņġěē XQWLO��FRQM��RU�SUHS����JHQ�������
ČƪĚĞēĝĖċ���ċĞęĜ��ĞĦ EDSWLVP�����
ĎďƴĞďěęĜ VHFRQG�����
ĎēċĔęėƬģ ,�VHUYH�����
ĎēƬěġęĖċē ,�JR�WKURXJK��FURVV�RYHU�����
őĔĚęěďƴęĖċē ,�JR�RXW��FRPH�RXW�����
őėĎƴģ ,�FORWKH�P\VHOI��SXW�RQ��ZHDU�����
őĚēčēėƶĝĔģ ,�NQRZ��XQGHUVWDQG��UHFRJQL]H�����
ŕěđĖęĜ��Ş GHVHUW��ZLOGHUQHVV�����
ŒĞęēĖƪĐģ ,�PDNH�UHDG\��SUHSDUH�����
ŕĞęĜ���ęğĜ��ĞĦ \HDU�����
ďƉĎęĔƬģ ,�DP�ZHOO�SOHDVHG��DSSURYH�����
ťĝċȈċĜ��ž ,VDLDK�����
Ēđěưęė��ĞĦ DQLPDO��EHDVW�����
ĒĕȉĢēĜ���ďģĜ��Ş WULEXODWLRQ��DIIOLFWLRQ��RSSUHVVLRQ�����
ĒěưĘ��ĞěēġƲĜ��Ş KDLU�����
ŮĔċėƲĜ TXDOLILHG��DEOH�����
ŵęěĎƪėđĜ���ęğ��ž WKH�-RUGDQ�����
ŭĝġğěƲĜ VWURQJ��PLJKW\��SRZHUIXO�����
ĔċĒưĐģ ,�FDXVH�WR�VLW�GRZQ��DSSRLQW�����
ĔěċĞƬģ ,�JUDVS��KROG��IDVW���DUUHVW�����
ĖďĞƪėęēċ��Ş UHSHQWDQFH�����
ėċƲĜ��ž WHPSOH��VDQFWXDU\�����
ƂĖęēęĜ OLNH��VLPLODU�����
ŽĚưĝģ DIWHU��EHKLQG�����
ęƉċư ZRH�����
ęƉĔƬĞē QR�ORQJHU�����
ĚďēěƪĐģ ,�WHPSW��WHVW�����
ĚęĞċĖƲĜ��ž ULYHU�����
ĚěƲ EHIRUH��LQ�IURQW�RI��DW��JHQ������
ĚěęĝĠƬěģ ,�EULQJ�WR��RIIHU�����
ýċĞċėǬĜ���Ǭ��ž 6DWDQ�����
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ĝĞċğěƲģ ,�FUXFLI\�����
ĞďĝĝďěƪĔęėĞċ IRUW\�����
ĠğĕċĔƮ��Ş ZDWFK��JXDUG��SULVRQ�����
ġƶěċ��Ş GLVWULFW��UHJLRQ�����

Vocabulary to Recognize

ŅčěēęĜ wild (3)
ŁĔěưĜ��ưĎęĜ��Ş locust (4)
Čęƪģ I call, shout, cry out (12)
ĎďěĖƪĞēėęĜ (made of) leather (2)
őĘęĖęĕęčƬģ I confess, admit (10)
ďƉĒƴĜ straight (8)
Đƶėđ��Ş belt (8)
ŶďěęĝęĕğĖưĞđĜ���ęğ��ž inhabitant of Jerusalem (2)
ŮĖƪĜ���ƪėĞęĜ��ž strap, thong (4)
ĔƪĖđĕęĜ��ž camel (6)
ĔċĞċĝĔďğƪĐģ I make ready, prepare (11)
ĔƴĚĞģ I bend down (2)
ĖƬĕē���ēĞęĜ��ĞĦ honey (4)
øċĐċěƬĞ��Ş Nazareth (12)
ŽĝĠȘĜ���Ş waist (8)
ĚďěēĝĞďěƪ��Ş dove, pigeon (10)
ĝġưĐģ I split, divide, separate, tear apart (11)
ĞěưČęĜ��Ş path (3)
ƊĚƲĎđĖċ���ċĞęĜ��ĞĦ sandal (10)
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READING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Mark 1:1–13
1 ŉěġƭ�ĞęȘ�ďƉċččďĕưęğ�ŵđĝęȘ�āěēĝĞęȘ�>ğŮęȘ�ĒďęȘ@��2 õċĒƵĜ�čƬčěċĚĞċē�őė�
ĞȦ�ťĝċȈǪ�ĞȦ�ĚěęĠƮĞǹy�ŭĎęƳ�ŁĚęĝĞƬĕĕģ�ĞƱė�ŅččďĕƲė�Ėęğ�ĚěƱ�ĚěęĝƶĚęğ�ĝęğ��
ƀĜ�ĔċĞċĝĔďğƪĝďē�Ğƭė�žĎƲė�ĝęğy�3 Ġģėƭ�ČęȥėĞęĜ�őė�ĞǼ�őěƮĖȣy�ŒĞęēĖƪĝċĞď�
Ğƭė�žĎƱė�Ĕğěưęğ��ďƉĒďưċĜ�ĚęēďȉĞď�ĞƩĜ�ĞěưČęğĜ�ċƉĞęȘ��4 őčƬėďĞę�ŵģƪėėđĜ�
>ž@�ČċĚĞưĐģė�őė�ĞǼ�őěƮĖȣ�ĔċƯ�Ĕđěƴĝĝģė�ČƪĚĞēĝĖċ�ĖďĞċėęưċĜ�ďŭĜ�ŅĠďĝēė�
łĖċěĞēȥė��5 ĔċƯ�őĘďĚęěďƴďĞę�ĚěƱĜ�ċƉĞƱė�ĚǬĝċ�Ş�ŵęğĎċưċ�ġƶěċ�ĔċƯ�ęŮ�
ŶďěęĝęĕğĖȉĞċē�ĚƪėĞďĜ��ĔċƯ�őČċĚĞưĐęėĞę�ƊĚǳ�ċƉĞęȘ�őė�ĞȦ�ŵęěĎƪėǹ�ĚęĞċĖȦ�
őĘęĖęĕęčęƴĖďėęē�ĞƩĜ�łĖċěĞưċĜ�ċƉĞȥė��6 ĔċƯ�ţė�ž�ŵģƪėėđĜ�őėĎďĎğĖƬėęĜ�ĞěưġċĜ�
ĔċĖƮĕęğ�ĔċƯ�Đƶėđė�ĎďěĖċĞưėđė�ĚďěƯ�Ğƭė�ŽĝĠƳė�ċƉĞęȘ�ĔċƯ�őĝĒưģė�ŁĔěưĎċĜ�
ĔċƯ�ĖƬĕē�Ņčěēęė��7 õċƯ�őĔƮěğĝĝďė�ĕƬčģėy�ŕěġďĞċē�ž�ŭĝġğěƲĞďěƲĜ�Ėęğ�ŽĚưĝģ�
Ėęğ��ęƐ�ęƉĔ�ďŭĖƯ�ŮĔċėƱĜ�ĔƴĢċĜ�ĕȘĝċē�ĞƱė�ŮĖƪėĞċ�Ğȥė�ƊĚęĎđĖƪĞģė�ċƉĞęȘ��
8 őčƵ�őČƪĚĞēĝċ�ƊĖǬĜ�ƎĎċĞē��ċƉĞƱĜ�Ďƫ�ČċĚĞưĝďē�ƊĖǬĜ�őė�ĚėďƴĖċĞē�łčưȣ��9 õċƯ�
őčƬėďĞę�őė�őĔďưėċēĜ�ĞċȉĜ�ŞĖƬěċēĜ�ţĕĒďė�ŵđĝęȘĜ�ŁĚƱ�øċĐċěƫĞ�ĞǻĜ�îċĕēĕċưċĜ�
ĔċƯ�őČċĚĞưĝĒđ�ďŭĜ�ĞƱė�ŵęěĎƪėđė�ƊĚƱ�ŵģƪėėęğ�����ĔċƯ�ďƉĒƳĜ�ŁėċČċưėģė�őĔ�
ĞęȘ�ƎĎċĞęĜ�ďųĎďė�ĝġēĐęĖƬėęğĜ�ĞęƳĜ�ęƉěċėęƳĜ�ĔċƯ�ĞƱ�ĚėďȘĖċ�ƚĜ�ĚďěēĝĞďěƩė�
ĔċĞċČċȉėęė�ďŭĜ�ċƉĞƲėy�11 ĔċƯ�Ġģėƭ�őčƬėďĞę�őĔ�Ğȥė�ęƉěċėȥėy�ĝƳ�ďų�ž�ğŮƲĜ�Ėęğ�
ž�ŁčċĚđĞƲĜ��őė�ĝęƯ�ďƉĎƲĔđĝċ��12 õċƯ�ďƉĒƳĜ�ĞƱ�ĚėďȘĖċ�ċƉĞƱė�őĔČƪĕĕďē�ďŭĜ�Ğƭė�
ŕěđĖęė��13 ĔċƯ�ţė�őė�ĞǼ�őěƮĖȣ�ĞďĝĝďěƪĔęėĞċ�ŞĖƬěċĜ�ĚďēěċĐƲĖďėęĜ�ƊĚƱ�ĞęȘ�
ĝċĞċėǬ��ĔċƯ�ţė�ĖďĞƩ�Ğȥė�Ēđěưģė��ĔċƯ�ęŮ�Ņččďĕęē�ĎēđĔƲėęğė�ċƉĞȦ�

Reading Notes58

Verse 1

• ŉěġƭ�ĞęȘ�ďƉċččďĕưęğ�ŵđĝęȘ�āěēĝĞęȘ (“The beginning of the gospel 
of Jesus Christ”) – This is the opening title of Mark’s Gospel. Łěġ�LV�D�
nominative absolute because it is grammatically unrelated to the rest of the 
sentence. In addition, Łěġ�LV�GH¿QLWH�HYHQ�WKRXJK�LW�LV�anarthrous since 
DV�WKH�LQLWLDO�ZRUG�LQ�WKH�RSHQLQJ�WLWOH�LW�LV�VXI¿FLHQWO\�VSHFL¿F�ZLWKRXW�WKH�
article (cf. Matt 1:1; Rev 1:1).59�đĝęȘ�ȋěēĝĞęȘ is most likely an objective 
genitive, “the gospel about Jesus Christ,” or a genitive of content, refer-
ring to the written work whose subject or content is Jesus Christ.60

• >ğŮęȘ�ĒďęȘ@ (“the Son of God”) – As the brackets indicate, ğŮęȘ ĒďęȘ 
is missing in some key manuscripts, so the editors felt uncertain as to its 

58 The English version used in the Reading Notes for this chapter is the CSB.
59 See Robertson, 781, 793.
60 So BDF, 90 (§163); Robert H. Stein, Mark, BECNT (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2008), 41. Wallace 

labels ŵđĝęȘ āěēĝĞęȘ a “plenary genitive,” indicating that this is probably both an objective and 
subjective genitive (121).
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DXWKHQWLFLW\��7KH�UHDGLQJ�đĝęȘ�ȋěēĝĞęȘ ğŮęȘ ĒďęȘ is attested by Codex 
Alexandrinus (A, ğŮęȘ ĞęȘ ĒďęȘ), Codex Vaticanus (B), Codex Bezae (D), 
and an ancient correction to Codex Sinaiticus (�1).61 The omission of ğŮęȘ 
ĒďęȘ in certain manuscripts may be due to the similarity in endings of 
the nomina sacra (abbreviations for common words such as “Christ” or 
³*RG´���ZKLFK�VFULEHV�XVHG�LQ�WKH�¿UVW�IHZ�FHQWXULHV�RI�WKH�FKXUFK�ZKHQ�
copying manuscripts.62 The genitive phrase ğŮęȘ ĒďęȘ, if original, stands 
LQ�DSSRVLWLRQ�WR�đĝęȘ�ȋěēĝĞęȘ�LQ�RUGHU�WR�GH¿QH�IXUWKHU�WKH�LGHQWLW\�RI�
Jesus. In the remainder of his Gospel, Mark does not join the name Jesus 
ZLWK�ȋěēĝĞંĜ�EXW�LQVWHDG�DOZD\V�XVHV�ȋěēĝĞંĜ as a title (e.g., 8:29).

Verse 2

• čƬčěċĚĞċē (“it is written”) – Per pass ind 3rd sg čěĠģ. This could be 
translated “it stands written” since the focus of the perfect is on the present 
results of the past action.

• őė�ĞȦ�ťĝċȈǪ�ĞȦ�ĚěęĠƮĞǹ� (“in Isaiah the prophet”) – The syntactical 
function of the phrase Ğ�ĚěęĠĞૉ�� D�dative of apposition, is to identi-
I\�,VDLDK�DV�D�SURSKHW��KLJKOLJKWLQJ�WKH�IXO¿OOPHQW�RI�KLV�SURSKHF\�LQ�WKH�
coming of John the Baptist. Some manuscripts (A W f13) read őė ĞęȉĜ 
ĚěęĠĞċēĜ�ZKLFK�LV�D�FOHDU�DWWHPSW�RI�D�VFULEH�WR�³¿[´�WKH�WH[W�VLQFH�WKH�
author quotes from Isaiah and�0DODFKL��(DUO\� -HZLVK� VRXUFHV� FRQÀDWHG�
texts in this way, so Mark is following the literary conventions of his day. 
Metzger QRWHV�� ³7KH�TXRWDWLRQ� LQ�YHUVHV��� DQG��� LV� FRPSRVLWH�� WKH�¿UVW�
part being from Mal 3:1 and the second part from Is 40:3. It is easy to see, 
therefore, why copyists would have altered the words ‘in Isaiah the proph-
et’ (a reading found in the earliest representative witnesses of the Alexan-
drian and Western types of text) to the more comprehensive introductory 
formula ‘in the prophets.’”63

• ŭĎęƳ� ŁĚęĝĞƬĕĕģ� ĞƱė� ŅččďĕƲė� Ėęğ� ĚěƱ� ĚěęĝƶĚęğ� ĝęğ�� ƀĜ�
ĔċĞċĝĔďğƪĝďē�Ğƭė�žĎƲė�ĝęğ�(“See, I am sending my messenger ahead 
of you, he will prepare your way”) – This is actually a quotation of Mal 
3:1, but in the next verse Mark cites Isa 40:3. Most likely because Isaiah 

61 To see the correction added over the original scribe’s writing (�*) in Codex Sinaiticus, go to 
www.codexsinaiticus.org.

62 Metzger comments, “The absence of ğŮęȘ ĒďęȘ �* ó 28c al may be due to an oversight in copy-
ing, occasioned by the similarity of the endings of the nomina sacra. On the other hand, however, 
there was always a temptation (to which copyists often succumbed) to expand titles and quasi-titles 
of books. Since the combination of B D W 1̟ in support of ğŮęȘ ĒďęȘ is extremely strong, it was not 
thought advisable to omit the words altogether, yet because of the antiquity of the shorter reading and 
the possibility of scribal expansion, it was decided to enclose the words within square brackets.” See 
Bruce M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament, 2nd ed. (New York: UBS, 
1994), 62.

63 Metzger, Textual Commentary, 62.
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was the major prophet, Mark prefaces this dual citation by saying “As it is 
ZULWWHQ�LQ�,VDLDK�WKH�SURSKHW�´�QRW�H[SOLFLWO\�LGHQWLI\LQJ�0DODFKL�DV�KLV�¿UVW�
source. ĚěƱ ĚěęĝઆĚęğ ĝęğ (literally, “before your face”) is a Semitism 
and may be translated “ahead of You.”64 ĔċĞċĝĔďğĝďē is a fut act ind 3rd 
sg of ĔċĞċĝĔďğĐģ.

Verse 3

• Ġģėƭ�ČęȥėĞęĜ�őė�ĞǼ�őěƮĖȣ (“A voice of one crying out in the wilder-
ness”) – This now begins the quote from Isa 40:3. The anarthrous noun 
Ġģė�PD\�EH�WUDQVODWHG�DV�HLWKHU�LQGH¿QLWH��&6%��RU�GH¿QLWH��(69���,Q�WKH�
original context of Isa 40:3, the precise identity of the voice is left unspec-
L¿HG��ČęȥėĞęĜ (pres act ptc masc gen sg Čęģ) is a substantival participle 
(“of the one crying out”).

• ŒĞęēĖƪĝċĞď�Ğƭė�žĎƱė�Ĕğěưęğ��ďƉĒďưċĜ�ĚęēďȉĞď�ĞƩĜ�ĞěưČęğĜ�ċƉĞęȘ 
(“Prepare the way for the Lord; make His paths straight!”) – The quotation 
includes two imperatives, ŒĞęēĖĝċĞď (aor act impv 2nd pl ŒĞęēĖĐģ) and 
ĚęēďȉĞď (pres act impv 2nd pl Ěęēģ). The adjective ďƉĒďċĜ (“straight,” at 
the beginning of the clause for emphasis) is associated with ĞěČęğĜ.

Verse 4

• őčƬėďĞę�ŵģƪėėđĜ�>ž@�ČċĚĞưĐģė�őė�ĞǼ�őěƮĖȣ�ĔċƯ�Ĕđěƴĝĝģė�(“John 
came baptizing in the wilderness and proclaiming”) – Some manuscripts 
do not include the article ž, while others do not include the Ĕċ��:LWK-
out the article, ČċĚĞĐģė (pres act ptc masc nom sg ČċĚĞĐģ) functions 
as an adverbial participle and is coordinate to Ĕđěĝĝģė (“baptizing . . . 
and proclaiming”). With the article, ž ČċĚĞĐģė functions as a substanti-
val participle (“[John] the one baptizing” or “[John] the Baptist”). A few 
manuscripts (most notably �) include both the substantival and adverbial 
use of ČċĚĞĐģė in this verse. Perhaps the regular use of ž ČċĚĞēĝĞĜ as a 
title for John (e.g., Mark 6:25) encouraged the addition of the article with 
ČċĚĞĐģė, so that it functions as a title.65

• ČƪĚĞēĝĖċ�ĖďĞċėęưċĜ (“baptism of repentance”) – ĖďĞċėęċĜ is a descrip-
tive genitive, specifying which kind of baptism John was administering.

• ďŭĜ�ŅĠďĝēė�łĖċěĞēȥė��³IRU�WKH�IRUJLYHQHVV�RI�VLQV´��±�ਖĖċěĞēȥė is an ob-
jective genitive. That is, the sins are not doing the forgiving (which would 
be subjective genitive), they are being forgiven.

64 So Robertson, 621; Moulton & Turner, 4:16.
65 See Stein, Mark, 52–53.
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Verse 5

• Ĕċư (“and,” not translated in CSB) – Mark begins approximately two 
thirds of his sentences with Ĕċ��D�GLVWLQFWO\�0DUNDQ�VW\OH�

• őĘďĚęěďƴďĞę� �� �� ��őČċĚĞưĐęėĞę (“were going out . . . were baptized”) 
– Impf mid ind 3rd sg őĔĚęěďęĖċē / impf pass ind 3rd pl ČċĚĞĐģ. The 
two imperfect verbs convey the habitual or repetitive (iterative) nature of 
people coming to John and being baptized by him. Also notice that the 
compound subject (Ě઼ĝċ�ਲ�ęğĎċċ ġઆěċ ĔċƯ ęŮ�ďěęĝęĕğĖȉĞċē ĚėĞďĜ) 
has a singular verb (őȟďĚęěďďĞę), a common feature in Greek. The tech-
nical term for this pattern is a Pindaric construction.

• őĘęĖęĕęčęƴĖďėęē (“as they confessed”) – Pres mid ptc masc nom pl 
őȟęĖęĕęčģ. A temporal adverbial participle expressing an action that is 
contemporaneous with őČċĚĞĐęėĞę (“they were being baptized . . . as 
they confessed their sins”).

Verse 6

• ţė�������őėĎďĎğĖƬėęĜ (“wore”) – This is a periphrastic construction with 
the imperfect of ďŭĖ� DQG� WKH�SHUIHFW�SDUWLFLSOH�őėĎďĎğĖėęĜ expressing 
a pluperfect verbal idea (“had been clothed” or perhaps more accurately 
with an emphasis on the results that existed in the past: “was clothed,” i.e., 
“wore”).66 Since őėĎģ normally takes a double accusative, ĞěġċĜ and 
Đઆėđė remain as accusatives after the passive form of őėĎģ. John’s attire 
characterizes him as a prophet like Elijah (cf. 2 Kgs 1:8; Zech 13:4).

• ţė�������őĝĒưģė (“and ate”) – This is another periphrastic construction, in 
this situation composed of the imperfect of ďŭĖ�DQG�WKH�SUHVHQW�SDUWLFLSOH�
őĝĒģė expressing an imperfect verbal idea, denoting the customary or 
habitual nature of John’s diet of locusts and wild honey (“was eating”). 
Note the large number of rare vocabulary words in this verse.

Verse 7

• őĔƮěğĝĝďė (“He proclaimed”) – impf act ind 3rd sg Ĕđěĝĝģ.
• ž�ŭĝġğěƲĞďěƲĜ�Ėęğ (“someone more powerful than I”) – ŭĝġğěંĞďěęĜ 

(nom masc sg) is a comparative adjective of ŭĝġğěંĜ (“strong”), followed 
by the genitive of comparison Ėęğ (“than I”).

• ęƐ�ęƉĔ�ďŭĖƯ�ŮĔċėƱĜ�ĔƴĢċĜ�ĕȘĝċē�ĞƱė�ŮĖƪėĞċ�Ğȥė�ƊĚęĎđĖƪĞģė�ċƉĞęȘ 
(“I am not worthy to stoop down and untie the strap of His sandals”) – 
The syntax of this sentence is a bit awkward in the original (literally, “Of 

66 Wallace, 647–48.
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whom I am not worthy having stooped down to loose the strap of His san-
dals”) and is typically smoothed out by the existing English translations. 
ĔȥċĜ (aor act ptc masc nom sg ĔĚĞģ, “bend down”) conveys attendant 
circumstance (with the aor inf ĕȘĝċē; “to stoop down and untie”; so most 
translations). The inf ĕȘĝċē�FODUL¿HV�WKH�ZD\�LQ�ZKLFK�-RKQ�FRQVLGHUV�KLP-
self to be unworthy (epexegetical inf). Removing another person’s sandal 
was a menial task similar to footwashing (cf. John 13:14).

Verse 8

• őčĨ�������ċƉĞƱĜ�ĎƬ (“I . . . but He”) – őčĨ adds emphasis and when jux-
taposed with ċƉĞƱĜ Ď� LV�XVHG� IRU� FRQWUDVW� �³I baptized . . . but he will 
baptize”).

• ƎĎċĞē� �� �� ��őė�ĚėďƴĖċĞē�łčưģ (“with water . . . with the Holy Spirit”) 
– Most English translations render these phrases to communicate instru-
mentality/PHDQV��WKRXJK�ĎċĞē may be a dative of sphere/space; i.e., “in 
water”).

Verse 9

• õċƯ�őčƬėďĞę�őė�őĔďưėċēĜ�ĞċȉĜ�ŞĖƬěċēĜ (“In those days”) – Many trans-
lations (such as the CSB and the ESV) do not translate the phrase ĔċƯ 
őčėďĞę, a Semitic construction similar to “and it came to pass” (Judg 
19:1; 1 Sam 28:1; cf. Mark 2:15, 23; 4:4).67 The phrase is often used to 
introduce a new narrative phrase or a new character (in this case, Jesus) 
into the story. Notice also the contrast between the many coming to John 
from Judea and Jerusalem (1:5) and the lone individual coming from Gal-
ilee (1:9).

• ďŭĜ�ĞƱė�ŵęěĎƪėđė (“in the Jordan”) – The preposition ďŭĜ is used where 
őė might be expected (literally, “into the Jordan”; cf. őė in Matt 3:6). As 
UHÀHFWHG�WKURXJKRXW�0DUN��E\�WKH�WLPH�RI�WKH�17�WKHVH�WZR�SUHSRVLWLRQV�
were used interchangeably.68

Verse 10

• ĔċƯ ďƉĒƴĜ (“As soon as”) – A Markan favorite (42 occurrences), ďƉĒĜ 
(adv, “immediately”) may draw attention to a dramatic event (in the pres-
ent instance, the heavens being torn open and the Spirit descending on 
Jesus like a dove). See also v. 12.

67 See Moulton & Turner, 4:16.
68 BDF, 110–11 (§205); Moule, 68; Robertson, 525, 592–93.
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• ŁėċČċưėģė�������ĔċĞċČċȉėęė (“He came up . . . descending”) – These two 
participles (pres act ptc masc nom sg ŁėċČċėģ and pres act ptc neut acc 
sg ĔċĞċČċėģ) are temporal adverbial participles.

• ĝġēĐęĖƬėęğĜ (“torn open”) – Pres pass ptc masc acc pl ĝġĐģ. This verb 
appears only here and at 15:38 in Mark’s Gospel, in the latter passage for 
the tearing apart of the temple veil. In both contexts, the “tearing open” 
is followed by a declaration of Jesus’s identity as the Son of God (1:11; 
15:39). There is also a possible allusion to Isa 63:19. The placement of the 
anarthrous ptc ĝġēĐęĖėęğĜ before ĞęઃĜ ęƉěċėęĜ forms a chiasm with ĞƱ 
ĚėďȘĖċ preceding ĔċĞċČċȉėęė.

Verse 11

• ĝƳ�ďų�ž�ğŮƲĜ�Ėęğ�ž�ŁčċĚđĞƲĜ (“You are my beloved son”) – The allusion 
is to Ps 2:7 LXX (though note the different word order): ğŮંĜ Ėęğ ĝઃ�ďų. 
According to Gundry, “Mark puts ĝ��µ\RX�¶�LQ�¿UVW�SRVLWLRQ�WR�DFFHQW�WKH�
LGHQWL¿FDWLRQ�RI�-HVXV�DV�*RG¶V�6RQ�´69 Moreover, ğŮંĜ . . . ŁčċĚđĞંĜ in-
dicates Jesus’s special relationship with God, implying that he is his only 
Son.70

• őė�ĝęƯ�ďƉĎƲĔđĝċ (“with you I am well-pleased.”) – ďƉĎંĔđĝċ (aor act 
ind 1st sg ďƉĎęĔģ), while in the aorist, is certainly present-referring 
(“with you I am now well pleased” not “with you I was well pleased” in 
the past), commonly referred to as a gnomic use of the aorist.

Verse 12

• őĔČƪĕĕďē� �³GURYH´�� ±�7KLV� LV� WKH� ¿UVW� RI� DSSUR[LPDWHO\� ���� KLVWRULFDO�
presents in Mark’s Gospel, vividly portraying the action of the Spirit driv-
ing Jesus into the wilderness to be tempted by the devil (cf. the use of 
aorist and imperfect forms of [Łė@čģ in the parallel accounts in Matthew 
[4:1, ŁėġĒđ] and Luke [Luke �����ਵčďĞę]).

• ďŭĜ�Ğƭė�ŕěđĖęė (“into the wilderness”) – Jesus’s sojourn into the wilder-
ness may be reminiscent of the “voice in the wilderness” in v. 3 and John 
the Baptist’s baptizing ministry “in the wilderness” in v. 4 (see also v. 13).

Verse 13

• ţė� �� �� �� ĚďēěċĐƲĖďėęĜ (“was . . . being tempted”) – The imperfect of 
ďŭĖ�KHUH�FRXOG�IXQFWLRQ�HLWKHU�LQ�SHULSKUDVWLF�construction with the pres 

69 Robert H. Gundry, Mark: A Commentary on His Apology for the Cross (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1993), 49.

70� 6HH�¿UVW�QXPEHUHG�GH¿QLWLRQ�RI�ŁčċĚđĞંĜ in BDAG, 7.
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pass ptc ĚďēěċĐંĖďėęĜ (“was in the wilderness 40 days being tempted”; 
NASB) or adverbially (“was in the wilderness for 40 days, being tempt-
ed”; so CSB, NIV). In the latter case the participle would most likely con-
vey purpose: Jesus was tempted in keeping with God’s plan.71 Mark does 
not specify how Jesus was tempted as do Matthew (Matt 4:1–11) and Luke 
(4:1–13).

• ĞďĝĝďěƪĔęėĞċ�ŞĖƬěċĜ (“40 days”) – An accusative of time, Jesus’s “40 
days” in the wilderness portrays him in contrast to the people of Israel who 
were tested in the wilderness for 40 years, often failing the test.

• ĎēđĔƲėęğė (“were serving him”) – Impf act ind 3rd pl ĎēċĔęėģ. The 
verb ĎēċĔęėćģ is in the imperfect tense, here indicating the ongoing ser-
vice of the angels to Jesus.

71 Wallace notes, “Almost every instance of an adverbial ĚďēěƪĐģė in the present tense in the NT 
that follows the controlling verb suggests purpose” and includes Mark 1:13 (636 n. 60).


